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CHAPTER I 

I NTR. OOUG::TI QN , 

An objective survey of the attitudes of Pakistani students towards 

marriage and marriage practices in the light of the attitudes commonly 

held in that culture will show what young educated pebple of Pakistan 

tend to think at this time. 

Due to the introduction of Western education, and the increase in 

urban ways of living, there is a shift in emphasis of the values 

towards family living. How much urbanization and western education 

have influenced the attitudes towards marriage and marriage practices 

can be discovered at least to some degree, by Pakistani students' 

responses to a questionnaire. 

Statement of the Problem 

The problem of this study is to investigate if the traditional 

patterns of marriage and married life are acceptable to the Pakistani 

College men and women, and to determine the degree of change in their 

attitudes regarding this aspect. 

Need for the Study 

A. The changes that have come in the Pakistani society are not a 

matter of evolution but revolution. Revolution in the ~ateiial life is 
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not so drastic as it is in the thinking process of the people. Conse

quently the goals, values and the standards are affected. There was a 

2 

need to determine the degree of change from familisrn towards indi vid-.,, , 1 • · 

ualisrn in the marriage relations. In additioh, the investigator saw 

a need to discover if specific attitudinal differences exist between 

male and female students towards marriage and married life as a whole. 

B. Family Relations as a branch of Horne Economics has been 

recently introduced in Pakistan. No books regarding family life in 

Pakistan are available for teaching. So the results of this research 

and inquiry can be a minor contribution to the subject matter for 

teaching. 

Purposes of the Study 

1. To discover some of the attitudes college students hold with 

regard to marriage practices in Pakistan. 

2. To identify attitudinal trends in marriage practices through 

comparison with traditional and liberal "ideal types". 

3. To compare the marital attitudes of college men with those 

or college womeh. 

4. To draw some implications from these findings on which to 

formulate family life teaching objectives. 

5. To fonnulate objectives and devise some teaching materials. 

Hypotheses and Basic Assumptions 

1. The investigator hypothesizes that: 

~. The attitudes of college men and women regarding marriage 

practices are in transition from traditional Muslim 



customs towards the liberalism influence of the Western 

Culture. 
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b. Men and women differ in their attitudes towards marriage, 

and the marriage customs with the men being more tradi

tional. 

2. Assumptions are that: 

a. These findings have some validity in predicting behavior 

in that attitudes motivate behaviour. 

b. That attitudes can be influenced by education. 

c. That findings such as these have value in fonnulating 

educational objectives because they !epresent desired 

goals for marital behaviour. 

Limitations of the Study 

1. Findings of the study and their educational implications are 

limited to this sample of college populations (and not to Pakistan's 

population as a whole). 

2. The study is limited to what can be learned about attitudes 

from the use of a questionnaire. 

3. The study is limited to the closely affiliated aspects of 

marriage and does not include detailed family structure. 

Sample 

The sample selected for this study was of 160 under-graduate 

students taken from four different colleges in Lahore (men and women). 

Lahore is a city of more than one million people of all colors, 

classes and creeds. The population is heterogeneous and complex. 



The community of students draws its population from all kinds of 

people irrespective of caste and religious affinity. Modern trend of 

uni versal education especially in urban areas, is throwing open doors 

of s chools and colleges to groups of all income levels. 

The idea was to take three hundred students for sample, but due 
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to lack of cooperation in men's colleges i t was reduced t o one hundred 

and sixty. In the case of 300, the plan was to take 75 cases from each 

college, i.e. two men's colleges and two women's. 

A doubt might arise as to the validity of t he conclusions based on 

a small sample. A larger sample would certainly have been desirable, 

but in handling a larger sample, the efforts and resources of an 

organized agency would have been necessary, with i ts attendant drawbacks 

of disunity of purpose of inquiry, and varied interpretation and 

results, deduced from the experience of different persons. Moreover, 

a big st udy on a big s cale is not within t he limi t s of t he resources of 

time and energy of the investi gat or. 

Methodology 

Methodology. 

Since t he sample was comprised of only educated people , a questi on

nai r e was used. These quest i onnai res were di stribut ed to the st udent s 

by the int er viewer hersel f i n t he case of women1 s colleges, and by 

ot hers in t he case of men 's colleges. 

The nature of the questions asked in the questi onnai re was such 

t hat it required , that t hey should be answered by t he re spondent s 

t hemselves. Persons answeri ng t he questionnaire were assured that the 

i denti ty would not be disclosed, and that t he i nformation obtai ned 



would be kept strictly confidential. This was done to avoid the 

possibility that the answers would not be truthful. 

The questionnaire included both multiple responses or fixed 

alternative answers and open-ended questions. There were 50 items 

in the questionnaire. 
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The first part of the questionnaire consisted of questions to 

obtain infonnation regarding the students background, such as age, 

rural-urban residence, caste, sect, authority patterns in the family, 

income level, education of parents, etc. 

The second part consisted of opinion statements regarding some of 

the vital aspects of marriage and married life. They were framed to 

obtain expression of opinion concerning such matters as traditional 

practices of marriage, selection of mates, importance of dower and 

dowry, importance of ceremonies, engagement period, education for girls, 

vocation for married and unmarried girls outside the home, living 

arrangements after marriage, mutual communication between husband and 

wife, right to divorce for women, monogamy, polygny, seclusion of 

women, status of female child, family planning, etc. 

A criteria for traditional and liberal attitudes regarding five 

aspects of marriage and family living was formu'1ated~ , The( opinion 

statements of the respondents in the data will be analyzed and 

interpreted in tenns of categories with this criteria in mind. The 

findings will give an understanding as to what pattern of marriage 

and family living is acceptable to college students, and also will 

serve as a basis for developing teaching materials for education in 

family life. 
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CRITERIA FOR TRADITIONAL AND LIBERAL ATTITUDES 

Aspect I: Familism Versus Individuationalism in Marriage Choice and 
Family Living. 

Traditional Liberal 

1. The parents have greater 
wisdom and foresight with 
regard to choice of mate for 
their children. 

2. Parents should select a 
marriage partner for their 
son or daughter, and their 
decision must be final in 
this vital matter. 

3. The boys and girls can meet 
their future marriage partners 
in the presence of parents or 
any other elderly relatives. 

4. The newly married couple must 
live with the husband's parents 
to help keep the family an 
integrated whole. 

1. Every individual has 
enough understanding to 
select a mate suitable to 
her or him. 

2. Parents may select a 
marriage partner for their 
son or daughter, but the 
decision must be made by 
the prospective partners 
themselves. 

3. The boys and girls should 
have a chance to meet their 
prospective partners alone 
or in the company of corrnnon 
friends, and to know and 
judge each other's 
characteristics. 

4. The couple should have a 
separate home of their own 
to start their new life. 
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Aspect II: Importance of Personal Psychological Factors in Marriage\ 
VerSU$ Subordination of Psychological Factors to Family 
Unity. 

Traditional Liberal 

5. Importance should be given to 
lineage, caste, and sect in the 
selection of a marriage partner. 

6. Similarity of temperament and 
interests is not an important 
factor to be considered in the 
selection of marriage partners. 

7. Husband and wife should keep 
to their own individual thoughts 
to avoid argunent for the sake 
of peace in the home. 

8. Family planning is contrary to 
Islamic tradition and practice. 
Every new child brings blessings 
of God to the family. 

5. Importance should be given 
to the personal attributes 
of individuals. 

6. Similarity of temperament 
and interests must be con
sidered in the selection of 
marriage partners. 

7. Husband and wife should 
reveal th~ir ideas to each 
other, and come to a compro
mise regarding their goals 
and values. 

8. Family planning is most 
essential; it serves the ob
jective of making a contri
bution to family happiness. 

Aspect III: Traditional Marriage Ritual and Customs Versus Liberal 
Marriage Ritual and Customs. 

Traditional Liberal 

9. Betrothal ceremony is 
essential, and it must be 
solemnized about a year or 
more before marriage. 

10. Marriage should be an 
elaborate affair, 
observance of family 
traditions and cere
monies is important. 

11. Dowry and alimony are 
important f actors to be 
considered in marriage 
arrangements. 

9. Betrothal ceremony is not 
an important prerequisite 
for marriage. 

10. Marriage should be 
performed i n a simple 

·manner, observance of 
family traditions and cere
monies is not important. 

11. Dowry and alimony must 
not be given signifi cance 
in marri age arrangements. 
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Aspect IV: Authoritarian Family Practices Versus Equalitarian 
Family Practices and Attitudes 

Traditional Liberal 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

Husband is the head of the 12. 
family; he alone should 
control the total income 
and expenditure in the home. 

Divorce cannot be considered 13. 
even if the marriage relation-
ship is strained, and women 
should not be granted the right 
to divorce. 

Man should retain the right to 14. 
have plural wives, as sanctioned 
by the Muslim religion. 

Household responsibility is 15. 
the only vocation for women, 
before or after marriage. 

Purdah is a symbol of family 16. 
prestige so women should 
remain behind the Veil. 

A girl should be seven to 17. 
t en years younger than the 
boy in the proposed match. 

Husband and wife both should 
discuss and come to a 
decision regarding the 
financial aspect of their 
life. 

Divorce is a desirable solu
tion if the husband and wife 
cannot adjust to each other, 
and women must have the 
right to divorce. 

Man must be denied the right 
to have more than one wife 
at a time, by state law. 

Women may be engaged in some 
job outside their homes, if 
they feel the need. 

The whole system of purdah 
should be abolished to raise 
the status of women. 

Girls should be one to five 
years younger than the boy, 
for better companionship. 

Aspect V. Inequality Versus Equality in Educational Opportunity and 
Level. 

Traditional Liberal 

18. Girls should have less 
education than boys. 

19. Matriculation is 
sufficient educati on for 
a girl. 

20. Co-education is undesirable. 
Boys and girls should be kept 
apart to preserve their 
modest y and honor. 

18. Girls and boys should have 
equal education. 

19. College education is very 
essential for every girl. 

20. Co-education serves a good 
purpose of creating better 
understanding between girls 
and boys. 
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Explanation of Tenns Used in the Study 

Purdah - It is a word of Persian derivation, which specifically 

designates a curtain, and more generally refers to seclusion of females 

from males ultimately resulting in confinement of activities of women 

to the four walls of their homes. 

Burga - An overgannent used by purdah observing ladies when they come 

out of their homes. It envelops its wearer from head to heel with just 

a screen or holes for vision. The wearer is not supposed to unveil 

herself before a male except a very near relative. 

Mahr or Dower - Means alimony paid by the husband to his wife. 

Dowry - Means trousseau which the girl's parents give on the occasion 

of her marriage. 

Sagai - Betrothal ceremony. 

Nikah - Actual marriage ceremony performed by the "Imam" in the 

presence of two witnesses. 

Imam - Any pious Muslim well versed in Islamic theology. 

Menhdi - This ceremony is observed two or three days before the marriage 

amid great rejoicing and singing, when henna is applied to the hands and 

feet of the bride. 

Arsi-Mussaf - After the actual marriage ceremony, the bridegroom is 

made to sit beside the bride. A big mirror is placed between them, and 

they see each other's reflection in the mirror. In the purdah observing 

families, this reflection is the first glimpse that the husband and wife 

have of each other. 
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Quran - The Holy book of Muslims. 

Hadith or Hedaya - Original source of Islamic social law, also called 

"Sunnah" or "Traditions". 

Talaq - Divorce. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW .OF THE LITERATURE 

Historical Factors 

Significance of the Social Heritage. 

For an objective study of attitudes dealing with a vital institu

tion of human society such as that of marriage, it is necessary to 

study the social environment of the people whose attitudes are being 

investigated. Social processes do not operate in a vacuum. They are 

formulated by the social environment of which the culture is the larger, 

and the family the smaller, but equally significant component. 

Sociologists and educators have stressed the importance of cultural 

influences as an integral part of a person1 s environment. 

Krech and Crutchtield (1, p. 128) in discussing cultural deter

minants of attitudes state that the parti cular culture in which a man 

finds himself helps to shape his specific beliefs and att i tudes" They 

further maintain that cultural differences among societies will be 

reflected in differences in beliefs and attitudes among the individuals 

in those societies. 

More relevant to the purposes of this investigation would be a 

study of the cultural influences in so far as they affect the family. 

Truxall and Merrill (2, p. 92) hold that culture exists both 

within and without the mind of the indi vidual, hence they recognize 

11 
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two sets of cultural realities -- the "inner" and the "outer." They 

maintain that the inner series comprises the idea, beliefs, attitudes 

and values that people share in their handling of the outer series, 

which are the external embodiments in law, art, science, material 

artifacts; and religious, educational, political and economic structure. 

The attitudes ~nd values are modified by changes in the outer 

structure. So in order to comprehend the attitudes of a people 

towards marriage, which is bound up with total cultural influence~, it 

is necessary to examine the culture of that people. For that reason a 

study of attitudes toward mate selection and marriage customs in 

Pakistan was undertaken by the writer in order to contribute in a small 

way to the existing information about such attitudes. 

v / 
Origin of the Pakistani Culture. 

The new State of Pakistan is only 13 years old, but the cultural 

herit~ge of its Muslim inhabitants has been built up during the course 

of twelve centuries. According to the 1956 Census of Pakistan, the 

country's present population is estimated to be about 85 million, the 

Muslims constituting 85 percent of the total population. 

Wheeler (3, pp. 4-10) has traced the culture of Pakistan since 

pre-historic and pre-Islamic times. He remarks that Pakistan is a 

new Islamic State but is, nevertheless, like its older neighbours, a 

product of historical processes of which Islam is only the most recent 

influence which diffuses thr·ough the political, social, and religious 

life of the majority of its people. A study of the Pakistani culture 

necessitates a brief survey of Muslim history in India. 
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The earliest contacts of the Muslims (the Arabs) dates back to 

the time of the Prophet of Islam in the sixth century. The Arabs who 

possessed an advanced knowledge of the science of navigation, had 

commercial relations with India. Some of their ships were plundered 

in Sind (Pakistan). The Governor of Basra, then under the Caliphet of 

Damascus, sent an expedition in 712 A.D. under the leadership of 

Mohammad Bin Qasim to avenge the loss. This conflict resulted in the 

conquest of Sind by the Arabs, and the horth-western part of India for 

the first time came under the Muslim influence. 

Later another stream of Muslims came to India through its 

Northwest frontier. They were the Afghans and the Iranian Princes, who 

ruled over Northern India during the 11th and 12th centuries. From the 

13th to 15th century Muslim Turks came in succession and ruled over the 

country. They were racially and culturally different from the Arabs. 

The last of all were the Moghals ( the people of the Turko-Mongol 

race), who conquered the country in the 15th century and ruled over 

the whole of India until the 18th century. Their power declined in 

the early part of the (19th century), but the country did not pass to 

the British until 1857. 

The Moghal influence is the latest in the Muslim history in India. 

The impact of their culture on the Indian culture is marked in the art, 

architecture and languages of India. 

The Urdu language (the lingua franca of West Pakistan) developed 

as a new language in the days of the Moghals. It is the result of the 

fusion of Indian grammar, with the vocabulary of the Arabic, Persian 

and Turkish languages. e,/-



Moreland and Chatterjee trace the change in social life of India 

during the adv.ent of Muslims as conquerors ( 4, pp. 178-85) "Muslims 

entered India four hundred years after the Muslim religion was 

established in Arabia." The faith spread eastward and slowly the 

people of Helenic Kingdom of "Bakhtaria" now known as Iran accepted 
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the faith, and these people moved over from Iran to India as conquerors 

and later as settlers. The Muslims that entered India were not like 

the Muslims in Arabia in that Greek and Persian influences had per

meated their original cultural patterns. Because t hey were required t o 

enter India over treacherous roads on horse-back no women came with them. 

It was much later, about 1100 A.D., that some of the nobility brought 

their families into the conquered terri t ory. 

Many changes took place in Indian culture during the Muslim rule in 

Tndia between 1170 to 1900 A.D. Veiling of women whi ch was a custom in 

India, started as a protection of Hindu Women against Muslim conquerors, 

who no t only di d not have sufficient women of t heir own t ribes, but 

were also unwilling to alude by the Hindu Laws of incest t aboo. 

By t he middle of the 18th century the status of Muslim women had 

rea ched a low level. The following factors cont r ibut ed t o thi s l ow 

status. 

1. Muslims also brought Greek influence with t hem and, t herefore, 

prostitution and homosexuali t y was prevalent . These ~fa ctors 

even compensated for t he psychologi cal need of the com

panionship whi ch was available from women as wives. Women 

were only accepted as a t ool for cont i nui ng t he family l ine. 



2. Even the importance of women for reproductive purposes was 

diminished when the Muslim religion permitted not one but 

four wives for continuing the family line. 

3. Accunulation of property, and the man's desire to let his 

male child inherit his property. 

4. Muslims did not comply with the Hindu incest taboo or any 

other Hindu tradition. 

Certain other practices influenced the status of women, however, 

and traditions from Arabia enhanced the value of womanhood. Ameer 

Ali (5, pp. 228): 

The Prophet of Islam enforced as one of the essential teachings 
of his creed, respect for women. His followers, in their love 
and reverence for his celebrated daughter proclaimed her 'The 
Lady of Paradise,' as the representative of sex. Mohammad 
secured to women, in his system, rights which they had not 
before possessed; he allowed them privileges the value of which 
will be more fully appreciated as time advances. He placed 
them on a footing of perfect equality with men in the exercise 
of all legal powers and fun ctions. 

Kapadia (6, pp. 196-97) on this point disagrees with Ameer Ali: 
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Jt is a fact that Islam brought about a change in the position 
and the status of women, but it is too much to claim that it 
equalized her pqsition with man ••••• While Mohammad conceded 
equally to women in religion, he seems to have been reluctant to 
accord them freedom in publi c movements and social intercourse. 

Kapadia along with this criticism ack nowledges (6, pp. 198-99 ): 

\ ( But the greatest contribut ion of Islam to the cause of woman was 
\ 7 to invest her with property rights; in Islam 'Mahr' becomes the 
\ \ property of the woman, and woman is recognized as an heir at l aw 

·• £1 ••••• Islam has improved the status of woman by restricting 
1 ( polygyny to four wives, by condemning female inf anti cide, by 

\ . 
\ i assigning a share of inheritance to woman, by declaring 'Mahr' 
\ \ as a gift to the bride, and by reorienting the Arab Law of 
·. \ 

· marriage and divorce in favour of women. 

About polygyny in Islam Ameer Ali says (5,p. 229): 
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It is worthy of note that the clause in the Quran which contains 
the permission to contract four marriages is inunediately followed 
by a sentence which cuts down the significance of the preceding 
passage to its normal and legitimate dimensions. The passage 
(7, Sura IV, Verse 3) runs thus, 'You may marry, two, three or 
four wives, but not more.' 

The subsequent lines declare, 'but if you cannot deal 
equitably and justly with all, you shall marry only one.' As 
absolute justice in matters of feeling is impossible, the 
Quarani c pres cription amounted in reality to a prohibition. 

_S For about two hundred years two religions and cultures, Hinduism 

rand I slam influenced each other. Many traits were absorbed which did 

not exist earlier. Moreland and Chatterjee (4,p. 191) describe the 

conversion of Hindus to Islam and the ac culturation that ensued as: 

Many of the conversions were doubtless due to sincere convictions, 
though social and economic motives may also have played their 
part •••• It is clear that conversion usually proceeded by 
families, or groups of families of the same caste, rather than 
by individuals, and the result was a transfer of customs and 
even of ideas. The descendents of many converts retained 
usages in regard to marriage and other family events which 
they had practiced as Hindus. 

Caste and Intermarriage. 

India at the time of Muslim invasion was dominated by a rigi d 

caste system, which had stratified the society into four rigid compart-

ments. 

The institution of caste had tremendous influence on t he irrmigrant 

Muslims. They, in order to emphasize their Arab des cent and their 

superiority, started tracing lineage from the prominent Arab tribes, 

from the early Caliphs, and later on, from the Muslim ruling dynasties 

of India, thus forming themselves into groups, which under the influence 

of Hinduism took on a caste-like structure (8, pp. 287-88). 
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Moreland and Chatterjee (4, p. 192) explain the accultration of 

Hinduism and Islam as: 

The idea of caste itself was carried over into Islam, over
riding the fundamental principle of equality and the imported 
faith received a distinctive bias. Among Indian Muslims, caste 
remains even today, an essential fact, and Islam from being a 
single brotherhood has become in India an association of brother
hoods, held together by creed. 

Assimilation being a two-way process, the original Hindu caste 

system developed a slight degree of flexibility and evolved along 

different lines consistent with Muslim values. The social stratifi-

cation so-evolved is a symbol of social rank in Pakistani society 

today. 

Though with less clearly defined lines, the system constitutes 

a status hierarchy with the "Syed'' at the upper, and the so-called 

low occupation castes at the lower end of the social scale. Theoreti-

cally each caste occupies a designaged position in the prestige scale, 

but actually there are l ittle differences in the social status of a 

number of castes. The reader may be interested in an overview of the 

prestige positions according to the lineage. They are as follows: 

The "Syeds'' bei ng considered t o be the des cendants of t he Prophet 

Mohamm ad , are assigned t he top posi ti on. Next to them come t he ca st es 

claiming descent from the Prophet's tribe and his helpers; Quraishi, 

Hashmi, Ansari; those claiming descent from the early Caliphs, Siddiqi, 

Farooqi, Osmani; those tracing lineage from the Muslim ruling dynasties 

of India, Ghauri, Khilji, Moghal, Pathan; and those descending from the 

high caste Hindu Converts, Rajput and Jat. 

In t he third category can be included Kashmiri, Arain, and Sheikh 

Khoja (designation given t o business class Hindu converts). The Arain, 



though occupationally an agricultural caste, is no longer considered 

low as the other occupationally oriented castes because of its recent 

advancement in educational and economic levels. 

Following these, and included in t he last category are the 

occupational castes, such as Goldsmiths, Bla cksmiths, Cobblers, 

Washermen, Weavers, Potmakers, Convert ed Sweepers, etc . These cas t es 

because of their manual jobs are assigned the bottom posi t ion. 

Dr. Iqbal, the great poet and philosopher, observes this social 

stratifi cati on with crypt i c criticism (a): 

Surely we have out-Hindued the Hindu himself. We are suffering 
from a double caste system. The religious caste system, sec
tarianism, and the social caste system, which we have either 
learnt or inherited from the Hindus. 

As mentioned before, cast e lines in Pakistani society are not 

rigorous because some social mobility is possible. Caste does not 

condemn the individuals to remain in that state of life wherein they 

are born. It places few restrictions on the vertical mobility of t he 

lower cast es. 

Khalida Shah and Edlefsen (9, p. 197) describe the change in 

so cial structure of Pakistan: 

Is lam like Christ iani t y and Juda ism, places great emphasis 
on equality and brotherhood, but caste as a symbol of so cial 
rank had always played am important part among the Moslems of 
India, though with less clearly defined lines than among the 
Hindus. 

There persisted among the different groups almost t he same 

feeling of aloofness and adherence to endogamy that characterized 

Hindu so ciety. 

At present there are forces working t o disentegrate the caste 
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system, and to bring about a re l axat i on of t he many re st r ictions whi ch 
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it imposes on individual freedom. 

The ad vancement of industry, spread of education, and impro vement 

of communicat~on have contributed to the se de velopments. 

Acquaintance and friendship between the Muslim castes are commo n, 

but there are restri ctions on inter-caste marriages. In spi t e of the 

recent relaxation on the endogamous rules, caste endog amy is still an 

important part of the societal no rms, and deviations from the generally 

accepted principle are limited. 

Endogamy is adhered to more strictly in case of the marriage of 

females than of males. People on the average consider the exogamous 

marriages of daughters more degrading for the family than the exogamous 

marriages of sons. This factor is supported by the information from 

Jamila Akhtar's research report (10, p. 37). Her study was designed 

to investigate the., extent of caste and ethnic differences among the 

Muslims of Lahore. Her data showed that 10.9% of the family heads were 

willing to marry their sons into all castes, and only 4.3% of the 

family heads were willing to marry their daughters into all ca stes . 

Tt may be due to the fa ct that the son's marriage brings his wife to 

his leve l, thus preserving the present fam ily status, while the 

daughter takes the status of her husband's family. 

Sectarian Differences and Their Effect on Marriage. 

Like all other religions, Islam also is divided into various 

sects, some differing on fundamental principles and other on minor 

points. 

As is generally known, the major religioµs divisions of the 

Muslims are (11, pp. 24-28): 



1. Shia 

3. Wahabi 

2. Sunni 

4. Ahmadi or Qadiani 

Beginning of Shia, Sunni differences goes back to the time of 

the election contest which followed the death of Prophet Mbhammad. 
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The disagreement over the question of who was the rightful successor 

of the Prophet led to a long political struggle between the supporters 

of Hazrat Ali (Prophet's son-in-law) and the supporters of the cause 

of Quraish (Prophet belonged to this tribe). 

This ended in the martyrdom of Hazrat Imam Hussain (younger son 

of Hazrat Ali), giving further imp.etus to the discord, and embittering 

the differences~ The political differences later on ran into differ

ences in the mores and ceremonies of worship and marriage rituals of 

two groups; thereby fanning them into more or less separate sub-or 

in-groups known ~s Shia and Sunni. 

Shias believe (12, p. 28) that Mohammad, son of Hassan who is 

supposed to have disappeared while yet an infant, is still alive, 

though not recognized by the people. They believe that he will appear 

as Mahdi , along with Jesus Christ, who is also believed t~ be ali ve. 

When commanded by God, t hese two it is: held, wi 11 f i 11 the world 

with justice, virtue and happiness. 

Sunni al~o expect a Mahdi (13, pp. 106-7), but Mahdi in their 

belief is not someone who would return after long disappearance. He 

is instead a descendant of Prophet Mohammad, who would be born t o 

regenerate the world. 

Wahabis may be des cribed (12, p. 28 ) as the Puritans of Islam. 

This sect was founded by Mohammad, son o f Abdul Wahab, who was born 
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in Central Arabia in 1691 A.D. He wanted to revive the simplicity of 

Islam. He based his reform on interpret ing the tea chings of t he Quran 

with the help of tradition and private judgement. He rejected the 

veneration paid to saints, and their tombs, including the most respected 

shrines of Iraq, Mecca and Medina. Wahabis are also more regular i n 

performing prayers and observing fasts. Wahabbism was int roduced into 

India by Saiyad Ahmad about the year 1822. 

Ahmadis or Qadiani. 

Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, whose ancestors had emigrateq from Central 

Asia, was born at Qadian "India". Shushtery (12, p. 33): 

In 1889 , he declared that he was the promised M.ahdi of t he 
Muslims, the much-waited-for Messiah of the Christi ans, and 
Shri-Krishna of the Hindus. 

He wanted to bring about harmony and cooperation among 
the followers of different religions, and tried to f ind 
adherents and sympathisers out side t heir own country, i n 
Europe and other Western countries. At present the Ahmadi ya 
movern.ent is the most act ive and vigorous in missionary work, 
and claims over half a million followers in and out side 
India. 

The relat ions bet we en t he Muslim Sects have always been more or 

less s trained. There have been occasions ~heri members of different 

se cts have regarded each other as hereti cs and unbelievers , and have 

carried on objectionable propaganda hurti ng each ot her's feel i ngs. 

As a result of t he past experi ences attitudes of di f ferent sect s 

towards each other· are still strongly prejudiced, though the situation 

varies for the various sects. On the average a strong anti -Qadiani 

feeling exis t s on t he part of all ot her sects; and the attitudes of 

Qadiani s, in t urn , ar e not fa vourab l e t owards t hem. Simi l arly, 

prejudices of the Sunnis and particularly of t he Wahabis against the 



Shias are strongly ingrained. There is much less dissention between 

the Sunnis and Wahabis. 

Jamila Akhtar's study (10, pp. 52-53) revealed that, 75 percent 

of the family heads in case of daughters and 66.3 percent in case of 

sons favoured strict endogamy for sects; while a small minority (2.2 

percent for daughters and 4.3 percent for sons) showed no prejudice 

against intermarriage between the sects. 

The Political Institution and Its Effect on Family and Marriage. 
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The inaugration of Pakistan as an independent country took place 

on August 14, 1947. It was the consummation of the political aspirations 

of the Muslims of the Indian sub-continent, to establish a homeland, in 

which there would be freedom to shape their lives according to the 

Islamic principles of the brotherhood of man, tolerance, democracy and 

social justice. 

Pakistan at the time of its establishment formed a federal govern

ment under the Commonwealth of Nations. It is composed of two parts, 

East and West Pakistan. 

On March 12, 1949, a Basic Principles Committee was appointed by 

the Assembly to draft a constitution for the new State of Pakistan. 

It was resolved, that the constitution be based on the principles of 

Islamic democracy. 

On October 27, 1953, the revised report on the constitution 

drafted by the Basic Principles Committee was laid before the Consti

tuent Assembly. The Constituent Assembly adopted the preamble to the 

Basic Principles Committee's Report embodying the Objectives Resolution 

of 1949. According to the proposed constitution the country would 
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form an Islamic Republic within the British Commonwealth. In 1953 the 

Assembly approved a provision, (14, p. 181): 

No law shall be enacted which is repugnant to the Injunctions 
of Islam, as laid down in the Holy Quran and Sunnah, herein
after referred to as Injunctions of Islam, and e xisting law 
shall be brought into conformity with such Injuncti ons. 

This applies to the central as well as the provincial legislatures. 

From this it does not necessarily follow, that there would be an im-

position of religious codes on all the peoples of the nation. The 

injunction means that laws in opposition to Islamic ethical standards 

will not find acceptance. 

Because there is no formal separation of Church and State, the 

so cial and political life of the people cannot be secularized. 

Laws relating to marri age, divorce, propert y and i nheritance are 

based on the Islamic religious codes of the Muslims. People professing 

other religions in Pakistan are governed by the laws or enactments 

accept ed or incorporated by their respective religi ous fa i th s . 

Influence of Religion on Marriage Practi ces in Pakistan. 

The word Islam accordi ng to Ameer Al i (5 , pp . 137) comes f rom the 

Arabi c word Sal am , which i n it s pr i mary sense means t o be t ranquil, at 

rest, to have one's duty, to have paid up, to be at perfe ct peace; i n 

its secondary sense, to surrender one's sel f t o Him with whom peace i s 

made. 

The noun derived from it means peace, greeting, safety, salvation. 

The life of a Muslim should be led accordi ng to the ethi cal rules of 

conduct as pres cribed by t he Holy Quran, and as l ai d down in t he Hadith 

( t he body of propheti c traditions ). 
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The Quran, the Hadith, are the original sources of Islamic 

so cial law in point of time as well as in sublime authority. The laws 

thus derived are practiced in all Islamic countries with respect to 

marriage, rights of inheritance and divorce. The social and legal 

aspects of family problems are integrated in the body of religious 

laws. 

Interfaith marriages between Muslims and Non-Muslims are 

restricted. There are separate laws for Muslim men and Muslim women 

with regard to this factor. 

Quran permits a man to marry a woman of the Christian, Sabean 

or of the Jewish faith, because they belong to the people of the book.* 

The Muslim woman's marriage to a non-believer is not considered 

valid. The revelation of the following verse of the Quran confiinn.s 

this (7, Sura Xi, Verse 222), "Nor marry your girls to unbelievers 

until they believe." 

Islam has not emphatically laid down any fi xed age for marriage. 

The minimum age considered proper for marriage is puberty. The age of 

puberty varies from one Islami c count ry to another. There is, therefore, 

no universal law for the minimum age for marriage. The bridegroom is 

usually older than the bride. 

In Islam marriage is a contract, the essential requirements for 

the solemnization of marriage are (1) offer is made by the man, (2) 

acceptance is given by the bride, (3) both the proposal and the accept-

ance take place in one meeting before two witnesses. The qualifications 

*"People of the books" is the common reference for describing 
peoples who have received holy writ. 



of witnesses are to be free men, adults of full understanding and 

Muslims. 

It is held by the Muslim legislates that as the desirable end 

of marriage is friendship and companionship, it can be completely 

enjoyed only by persons who are each other's equals. It is requisite 

therefore, that the husband be the equal of the wife, but it is not 

necessary that the wife be the equal of the husband. 
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In Hamilton's translation of the Hedaya (15, p. 102) it is 

report ed that if a woman matches herself to a man who is her inferior, 

her guardian has the right to separate them. Equality is therefore, 

to be considered in point of tribe or family, in point of religion, 

in point of freedom, in point of character and in point of fortune 

and profession. 

These rules support the theory of homogamy according to Muslim 

beliefs. 

The "Imam" or the "Qadi " (one who performs the wedding ceremony) 

is generally a pious and respectable Muslim, well-versed in Islami c 

theology . The formal part of the wedding begins and end s with the 

re citation of t he opening chapter of the Quran . 

The "Qadi" in the presence of the two witnes ses formally asks the 

bride and the bridegroom if they agree to the tenns of the marriage. 

In Paki stan, where practi ce of Purdah or system of seclusion of male s 

and female s is pract i ced, t he "Qadi" and the two wi t nesse s ask the 

bride and the bridegroom separately the same question. 

On this occasion, the bride generally remains inside the female 

quarters while the bridegroom sits wi t h the male members of the fami ly 



and the guests. The marriage contract is then signed by the two 

witnesses. A copy is handed to the married persons. The "Qadi" is 

supposed to keep a register of all the marriages which he performs. 

The most important feature of the marriage contract is the 

"Mahr" or dower (alimony). 

The sum becomes immediately payable when the man wishes to 

di vorce his wife. 

Set t lement of dower depends upon the resources of the bride

groom, and the standards prevalent in the bride's fmaily. 

The Quaran as well as the Hadith have recognized the individu

ality of women in marriage, in divorce and in property rights. Upon 

marriage, a woman may retain her own name, hold full possession of 

property, and may dispose of it as she deems fit. 

In intellectual matters, a women's right to learning is equal 
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to that of a man. However, illiteracy among Muslim women has resulted 

in the total ignorance by them of their e xi s ting rights and claims in 

religion. In addition, custom and socia l traditions have become for

midable obstacles in the enjoyment of these rights. 

Contemporary Factors 

/ Family Patterns in Transition. 

The discussion which follows serves to describe the transition 

amidst family patterns in Pakistan, 

The patrilocal, patriarchal joint family system has been char

acteristic of Indian society for centuries. Dr. Smitters (16, pp. 

10-11) in her recent research report states, "Family life in Pakistan 
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is a closely knit social unit. The family is bound together by 

economic inter-dependence as well as by affection. Sons usually bring 

their wives to the parental home, where they are under the direction 

of the mother-in-law. Sons usually live wi t h the parent s until the 

death of father, at which time the home is divided and ea ch married 

son becomes the head of a new extended family. The family structure 

is patriarchal. Respect and obedience are due to the males in a 

descending order of seniority. 

Al t hough the father is the final authority, t he mo ther in t he 

household is frequently the dominating personality. Young wives mus t 

bow to her authority. 

Except in the homes of t he wealthy, all young marri ed couples 

living with their parents are expected to contribute towards the 

economi c welfare of the joint family. ~ 

/ -[ This extended family pattern is "C"ndergoing some change in 

urban areas, especially among middle and upper class people. Although 

kinship ties are always close, some young people are be coming critical 

o f many of the t radi tional ways of living ." 

Khalida Shah and Ed lefsen confinn the vi ew about t h i s transi-

t i ona l stage (9, p . 197 ): 

During re cent years development s have taken place whi ch have 
to a great extent mini mized the impor t ance of the j oint fam ily 
as an organization for so cia l and e conomi c security. 

A recent study (17, p. 54) of the si x villages in West Pakistan 

showed t hat only 19.2% of the families were joint familie s in these 

villages. 

It is antici pated that the joint family system wi ll undergo even 

more rapid change with the land refonns put into force by the new 

..,,,.., .. 
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government of General Ayub Khan in Pakistan. Khalida Shah (9, p. 198 ) 

writes further that: 

Many Young men and women, especially those who have had training 
abroad, return with new ideas. These young people do not want 
to live in the joint families under the binding authority of 
their parents, and many select their own marriage partners 
against the Purdph system and the segregation of sexes. 

Kapadia observe s the si t uation as (6, p . 202): 

The new e conomi c system that has come to stay in the Muslim 
world, the new political ideology that has been slowly maki ng 
its way in the Muslim s tate s, modern methods of communi cation, 
education t hat is spread ing fast among both males and females, 
contact wi th an entirely different western civilizat ion, the 
cinema whi ch e xpresses vivid ly and impressively the new con
ception of the relations between men and women, -- all these 
have helped to introduce a social system in whi ch sex-ethics 
accord a very favourable position to women. 

The education and economi c independence whi ch Musl i m. 
females have succeeded in attaining in some measure have 
sti rred t hem to pres$ for a re consideration and res tate
ment of so cial legislation in their favour, and the Muslim 
youth have conceded the validity of this claim. 

The educated elite of t he Muslim World realizes t hat 
I slam is in need of adaptation and re-orientation to its new 
environment , but their belief is Islam and the preachi ngs of 
eminent moderni s ts pull t hem back t o the Quran . 

The younger generation is thus passing through a period 
of tension and unre st, and it remains to be seen how this t ension 
will be relieved and the confli ct resolved , 

The writer has been di s cussing t he attitudes of the younger 

educated generation toward fami ly li ving . The next few paragraphs will 

dis cuss the status of women in the different classes. 

Dr . Smitters compares the position of lower cl ass women and midd le 

class women (16, pp. 19-21): 

Wives in the lower cl ass are seldom f inancial liabi li t ies. 
They are on the contrary, economi c assets. They work as maid 
servant s or cooks in the better-placed mi ddle class home s, or 
as unskilled l abourers in factorie s. Still t heir position i s 
one of comple te subordination . They remain per sons of few 



privileges and many duties and of no formal education. 
Seldom is she consulted or listened to. Sometimes her 
whole life is spent in child bearing, suckling her babies, 
and doing household chores in and out of her home. 

Not only the wife, but also other female memqers of 
the lower class family have relatively little status in 
families as compared to their male counterparts. The 
widowed mother obeys her eldest son. Sisters obey their 
brothers. 

Middle class homes are indeed a strange mixture of the 
old and the new values. The high cost of living and the 
upward trend of these families often compel women of this 
class to supplement the income of men. All women who work, 
however, do not do so because of economi c reasons. Instead 
of marrying early and settling down as housewives some 
middle class women study to be doctors, social workers, 
teachers and nurses. They form their own views about 
political problems and educational programmes. 1hese 
educated middle class women no longer just drift along 
with their fathers, husbands and grown-up sons. 

Modern middle class women, who are a minority, are at 
least achieving some independence of thought and are conse
quently becoming mature. They seek to develop individuality 
and a concept of equality with which their education has 
inade : them famili.,JQ.i:¢1, 'but · still this ~ha'h:~e n!i:s ,' hot ,,wel'comed 
by a majority of the people. 
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Honignan's con ception of womens role gives some insight into the 

matter (18 , p. 156): 

A Pakistani wornan*s power and respect remains most secure 
when $he does not extend her roles where they overlap with 
the man's, but ~etains her complimentary status. 

Dr. Srnitters observes the situation as (16, pp. 22-23): 

The rapidly changing role of women and their developing economic 
independence has, no doubt, softened male sovereignty to some 
extent, but it has not affected the traditional compactness 
and pattern of the middle class home. ~ -- ~:r::e ~till the real 
bread winners and women primarily wives and hornemaKers. The 
right to earn their own livelihood or to supplement the income 
of the home has not earned young women the privilege to live 
as they wish. 

Careers for women are still of temporary significance. 
Horne remains the center of interest and activity, and everything 
in the home revolves around the mother. Though father is the 
final authority and guide, yet it is mother who is the source 
of comfort and solace to everyone. 



The Affe ct of Custom and Tradition on Ma~riage. 

Burge s s and Cottrell (19, pp. 43-44 ) stat e that : 

I n the oriental countries, the entire course of selection 
of mates, marriage and marital adjustment is regulated by 
oriental mores with a minimum of personal freedom and ini t ia
t i ve and a max imum of familial and soc i a l control. 

In spite of t he »Freedom of consent" in marriage gr anted by 

rel igi on , ma t es in Pakis tan are sele cted f or young people i n urban as 

well as rural Pakistan by the parents. As evi dence of this fa ct, Dr. 
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Sm i tters wri tes ( 16, pp. 12-13): "Marri ages are arranged by the parents. 

Pri mary considerati on is gi ven to family ba ckground, social status and 

wealth." 

Yo ung men and women have few opportunities to meet prospecti ve 

mates, and no possibilities of getting to know ea ch other intimately 

before marri age. Respect and affe ction are assumed t o come after 

marriage, not before. the criteri a f or a succe s sful marri age are no t 

necessarily compani onship and lo ve but fertili t y, perman~nce and 

alli ance of two worth y fam i l y group s . 

However, inclinations or disinclinat io ns of the boys and gi rls 

do not go unno t i ced , but t he boy's or girl's wishes whether vo cal or 

tac i t ar e not alway s t he de ci di ng facto r. Many t imes yo ung people are 

cajo led, persuaded and even coerced t o acc ept the match made by the 

parents. 

In spite of this inelasti city on the part of parents, lo ve-

marriages especially among the uni versity-educated young men and women 

are not unknown. Parents sometimes withdraw their opposition and 

yield before the adamant attitude of the youngsters. 



The initiative comes from the young man's family, directly or 

through inteimediaries such as relatives, friends and acquaintances. 

When the families are acquainted with each other in this way, and 

consider the alliance desirable, then a fonnal proposal may be made 

by the boy's family to the girl's family. The girl's parents, even 
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if willing to accept the offer, may give an evasive answer on the first 

occ asion. In some families the proposal may be advanced several times 

during the time of friendly visiting. At length, the offer may be 

accepted. 

v" The parents of a girl wishing to refuse a proposal do not demon-

strate any attitude of evasiveness, but indicate their refusal clearly 

at once. 

A ceremony called "Sagai" (engagement) is performed. On this 

occasion some gifts are excpanged for the girl and the boy by their 

families. But usually the future marriage partners do not meet or see 

ea ch other until after the solemnization of marriage. 

Due to the observance of "Purdah" by a majority of girls of 

marriageable age; the chances of even a formal meeting of future 

partners are remote. 

After the marriage ceremony, the bride is taken by the bridegr oom 

to his parental home, and spends the initial part of her married life 

with the husband's parents. Later on the young couple may set up a 

new home. 

Dower and Dowryo 

One of the customs that is associated with the traditional 

attitude toward mate sele ct ion and marriage is that of the dower. 



Marriage to Muslims is both a contract and a devotion. Dower 

known as "Mahr" in the Islamic world, is an essential adjunct of the 

marriage contract. The Quran repeatedly enjoins the payment of the 

wife's portion "Mahr" even though she be a slave. (7, Sura IV, 
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Verse 24-25) "And those of whom you seek content by marrying, give 

unto them their portions as a duty,." Anot her verse whi ch reads (7, 

Sura II, Verse 236), "It is no sin for you if you to divorce women 

••••• Provide for them the rich according to his means, and the 

straitened according to his means, a fair provision. This is a bound

duty for those who do good." 

In case the dower is not settled at the time of matrimony, a 

fair provision according to the husband's status is still to be paid, 

when the woman is divorced. 

Sir Abdul Rahim the noted jurist of Mohammadan law (20, p. 334 ) 

considers it as an obl i gation imposed by t he law as a mark of respect 

for the wife as is evident from the fact that non-specifi cation of it 

at the t ime of mar riage does not affect the validity of marriage. 

There are t wo kinds . of dower among Muslims. The first is 

"Muajj al " whi ch is paid promptly, or the seo.ond, referred to as "Gher 

Muajj al" whi ch is deferred payment. To what e xtent the dower can be 

of the first kind or the se cond depend s upon the terms agreed upon at 

t he time of the marri age. 

The wi f e can cl aim the prompt dower at any time duri ng t he 

co ntinuance of the wedlo ck . For the deferred dower, she becomes 

ent itled aft er the death of the husband or the dissolution of the 

marriage. 
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The dower is usually paid in cash or by transfer of rights in 

immovable property. It gives security to the woman from the spectre 

of being left in dire circumstances in case of dissolution of marriage. 

The consideration of the finan cial status of the families play 

an important role in negotiat ing the amount of dower. 

Dowry and dower are closely interlinked in Pakistani so ciety . 

Often the extent of the former determines the amount of the latter • 

. Tust as dower comes from the husband's side, the dowry is from 

the wife's s ide . The point of difference arises because of t he fact 

that dower is a charge to the husband, where as dowry is a liability 

on the father or guardian of the girl. 

The significant difference arises from the recognition i n law of 

dower, whereas dowry has no legal standing. In spite of non-re cogni 

tion of it in law, the giving of a dowry i s deeply ingrained in the 

mores of the so ciety. No father considers arranging a marriage for his 

daughter without it . The groom and his famil y also expect it from the 

family of the bride . 

Dowry has no s tanding in Muslim religion either--t he Quran and 

the Traditions are silent about it. Giving dowry to the girl in 

marriage was not prevalent in the early Islami c period. The Prophet 

married his daughter in a mos t exemplifying s imple manner. 

The practice of dowry i s preva lent among Muslims of India and 

Pakistan extensively. Its presence and origin can be att ributed in 

its beginning to the influence of t he Hindu Culture. The Hindu girl 

had no right to the property of her father. To compensate her for 

l ack of property-i nheri tance , she was given dowry whereby she acquired 

1 
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a portion of her share in the property of her parents. 

Kapadia (6, p. 212) while developing the concept of joint family 

system of Hindus says: 

The negation of the daughter's right in the family propert y 
is quite consistent with the family organization of the Vedi c
Aryans •••• the payment for daughter is the obligation for 
t he parents, broghers and even other dista nt relatives, par
t i cipating in the wed~lo ck . 

Big dowry is consequently an ac companiment of wedlo ck in the 

Hindu society, and by the direct contact of the Muslims for several 

cent uries wi t h Hindu culture, t he custom came to be adopted by t he 

former also. 

The dowry contains jewelry, garments for the bride, all househol d 

utensils, furniture and other arti cles of daily use in a home. 

The birth of the first-born heralds a fresh supply of arti cles of 

daily use, especially for the use of new-born. In some cases the supply 

is repeated at the time of subsequent births as well. 

A car and a well furnished house with all paraphernalia of com-

f orts t herein, and full rights of i t s ownership is a common requirement 

of the dowry, in the upper strata of Pakistani so ciety. 

I t is clear that dowry has economi c fun ctions. It supplies a 

sour ce of arti cles whi ch t he girl or her husband can i ll-afford at the 

t ime of their early marriage. 

Dowry in the shape of ornaments and jewelry has ano t her fun ct i on 

too, as i t is movable property, transferred from parents to daughters 

and thence to their daughters and so on. 

Such a dowry forms a source of saving and capital for utilization 

i n emergencies and urgent needs in crises. 
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However, the dowry may constitute a heavy burden on the shoulders 

of the bride's parents, especially if they have several daughters. The 

marriage of girls with suitable partners has become a problem with many 

parents of the middle class. Those who cannot afford a dowry have to 

wait for suitable matches for their daughters, especially if the girls 

have no special qualifications for personal charm and educationa l 

achievement in their favor. 

A student in the social-work department of the Punjab University, 

Lahore made a useful study in this direction, and found that (21, p. 57 ) 

39 girls of Habib-ganj locality of Lahore, of marriageable age, were 

passing sordid life _of forced virginity, because of the incapacity of 

their parents or guardians to supply a dowry. 

The above discussion is included in this manuscript to show the 

important of dowry as a requisite for marriage. It is appropriate at 

this time to mention the property rights of women in relation to mate 

selection and marriage, 

As stated before, Islam invested the woman with property rights; 

she was recognized an heir according to the law. But Indian Muslims 

lived in a close contact with the Hindus, and in the course of time 

they adopted the views and customs of Hindus, and stopped giving 

property to their women. 

In 1956, the Hindu Succession Act was passed by the I ndian Govern-

ment whi ch is designed to affect the nature and constitution of the 

Hindu family (14, p. 121): 

The most important feature in this enactment is that it intro
duces the daughter and the mother as simultaneous heirs along 
with the son and widow in matter of succession to the property 
of a Hindu dying inestate. 
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After the partition of India and Pakistan, Muslim women in 

Pakistan were again declared entitled to the property advocated by the 

Quran. The fundamental right to hold property is not equally shared by 

men and women, according to the religious injunction (7, Sura IV, 

Verse 2), "Unto the male is the equivalent of the share of two females; 

and if there be women more than two, then theirs is two-thirds of the 

inheritance." 

A widow with children receives one-eighth and a widow who is 

childless receives one-quarter of her husband's property (16, p. 28). 

Daughters receive one-half of what their brothers inherit either at 

the time of their marriage or at the father's death, which ever is 

earlier. 

Divorce. 

In Pakistan until this year Muslim woman did not have the right ~ 

to divorce her husband, even if he married again. Man had the privilege · 

of divorcing a wife for a variety of reasons. Arthur Jeffery e xp lains 

the procedure of divorce in Islam thus (22, p. 226): 

The normal divorce is that of ' 'Talaq' or repudiation. The word 
literally means an abandonment by the husband of all those rights 
he acquired and obligations he assumed at the marriage. The 
repudiation must be pronounced aloud three times by the man in 
person or by his legally appointed mandatory. To pronounce a 
'talaq' he must be of age, free and sound mind. 

The formula of repudiation may legally be pronouhced three times 

in quick succession, though this is considered reprehensible, for it is 

thought that the Prophet's intention was that it should be pronounced 

at intervals long enough to allow the man time for reflection and recon-

sideration. 



After the first and second pronouncement the man may take the 

woman back without ceremony, but after the third the divorce is 

irrevocable, and he cannot resume marital life with her until she has 

been legally married to, and has been divorced by another man. 
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A divorced woman (as is true also of a woman whose husband has 

died) must wait a certain period known as the "Idda" before she can 

remarry. This prescription is based on a Quranic injunction (II 228, 

232) and is calculated by the law books to be four months from the 

husband's death or pronouncement of divorce. The purpose of the "idda" 

is to determine whether or not she is with child by the husband. The 

children belong to the husband. 

In Islam, divorce has been a practice from the early times. The 

event of Zeid's divorcing Zenub, the Prophet's cousin, is quite well 

known. In this case there were two implications, the first being that 

marriage had been arranged without Zenubts consent, and the second, as 

Pickthall says (7, p. 300), ''Whereas in arranging a marriage, the 

woman's inclination out to be considered; unhappy marriages were not 

part of Allah's ordinance, and was not to be held sacred in Islam." 

With such a social heritage we can assume that the disregard for 

the Muslim woman's rights for divorce came about through contact later 

with Hindu marriage customs. Be cause divorce was not sanctioned by the 

sacred writing of Hindus, marriage was considered for eternity; and the 

wife was supposed to be bound to her husband even after his death. (In 

1955, Hundu women were given the right to divorce.) 

To improve the marriage and family laws, a commission on Marriage 

and Family Laws was set up by the government in Pakistan on August 4, 

1955. 
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In March, 1960, the government accepted the full report submitted 

by the commission (b, p. 1). When these recorrmendations are put into 

effect, women will be able to acquire divorce too. A man will not be 

permitted to obtain a divorce until suitable provisions are made for 

his wife and children. Women may be offered custody of their children. 

The husband will be required to pay alimony to the divorced wife for 

life until she remarries. Women will be given the right to sue their 

husbands for maintenance in a special Matrimonial and Family Laws 

Court. A man will be denied the right for second marriage without the 

sanction of the court. The person will have to satisfy the court that 

the first wife is mentally or physically sick which makes a second 

marriage an "inescapable" necessity. 

Divorce will not be granted on the grounds of incompatibility. 

According to recent information (f-p.3), the above mentioned 

Muslim Family Laws Ordinance has been promulgated. It is a big step 

forward indeed in the way of social reform. 

However, acceptance of divorce for women as stipulated by law may 

not be socially acceptable for some time. Ideas, values and attitudes 

do not change overnight; these intangible forces in society move quite 

slowly. 

Divorce is rare in Pakistan. According to the mores of soci ety 

it is still considered a highly undesirable solution for marital con

flicts; divorce for a woman is so commonly disproved that she may carry 

the stigma the remainder of her life. 

There are no statistical records available that reveal the divorce 

rate in Pakistan. 
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It is worthy of note here (23, p. 18) that although Islam allows 

restricted polygymy, but the number of men who marry more than one wife 

is relatively small, the incidence of polygamous marriages being less 

than one in ten thousand. 

Seclusion of Women. 

In Pakistani Muslim families, seclusion of women is stri ct ly 

adhered to, and the two sexes are segregated in social contacts outside 

the family. 

Khalida Shah writes (24, p. 156): 

Within the country, there is divided op1n1on over the propriety 
of seclusion, and whether the morality of purdah is clearly 
indicated in the Quran or Hadith. Those who reject the pro
priety of seclusion deny that the Quran sanctions the custom. 
To them seclusion dangerously jeopardizes the rights of women 
guaranteed in the Quran. 

There is reference about purdah in the Quran, but the Quran is 

also not too explicit with regard to it. A circunstance whi ch has 

resulted in different interpretations of this verse: (7, Surah XXXIII, 

Verse 59), "O Prophet, tell thy wives and thy daughters, and the women 

of the believers to draw their clo ak s around them (when they go abroad). 

That will be better, that so they may be re cognized and not annoyed." 

Kha lida Shah mentions purdah in her other publications, also 

( 9, p. 198): 

The purdah system whi ch has been a correlate with e conom i c and 
social status in Pakistan, is loosening its hold. The devices 
for observing purdah have been numerous, with the most common 
being separate quarters for women and the wearing of burqa-- a 
gannent that envelops its wearer from head to heel with only a 
screen or holes for v1s1on. The burqa is compatible with a 
relatively narrowly defined domestic status for women. 
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Signs indicate that this status is changing. Shamim Qureshi in 

her research report on the attitudes of women towards purdah states, 

(25, p. 108) that, 28.5% wanted the State Department to abolish it by 

legislation; 47.6% of them were against purdah, but they wanted it to 

be abolished gradually. There were only 28.5% of the women who were in 

favour of the purdah system, and who wanted ot remain behind the veil . 

Khalida Shah in her recent study of attitudes of Pakistani 

students toward family life finds that, (24, p. 158), about one-fourth 

of the respondents, 23% of the women and 29% of the men favoured women 

wearing the Burqa: (there were 100 male and 100 female respondents). 

Shushtery opines (12, p. 516), "Purdah is essentially a social 

problem, and it is bound to be decided by social needs and necessities." 

Status of the Female Child. 

In pakistan and India the birth of a daughter is looked upon with 

disfavour; sons are highly desirable. 

David Mandelbaum in describing the "Family in India" (22, p. 180) 

says, "At nearly all levels of Indic society, there is the strong desire 

for sons. For a young wife, her son is quite a literal sense is her 

social redeemer." 

Dr. Smitters states (16, p. 31), 

All parents rejoice at the birth of a son and regard it as a for
tunate event, but the birth of a daughter may sadden their hearts. 
Half a dozen boys can be cheerfully accepted in otherwise hard 
pressed families, while this number of daughters is sufficient 
to set the seal on parent's misfortune. 

In fact some husband's in lower class homes have become so 
enraged at the birth of daughters that they have even turned 
out their wives together with their brood. Though such extremes 
are not a part of middle or upper-class life, yet few parents 



are pleased when a girl is born. Daughters are often regarded 
as burdens by parents, no matter how ri ch or poor, educated or 
uneducated. 
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Dr, Rauf in his dis cussion about the problems of Family Planning 

in Kakistan portrays the same strain in families, (26, p. 33), 

The birth of a female child often is considered t o undermi nd 
the prestige of parents. From the very birth of a daughter, 
the mother's mind is haunted by the hazardous task of finding 
a suitable match when she comes of age, of the continuous 
material and mental bother involved in the preparation of the 
dowry. The situation is aggravated because social and economi c 
emancipation of women is still in its infancy. 

If a wife gives birth to daughters only, the husband and his 

family start thinking about bringing another wife, especially in the 

upper strata of Pakistani society. 

Dr. Smitters further says, (16, p. 15), "The lot of the first 

wife becomes hard indeed if she has remained barren or borne only 

daughters, and the junior wife gives birth to a male child. She is 

neglec t ed and seldom enjoys the same comforts." 

This situation makes one think what would have been the lot of a 

female child, if the se x ratio (number of males per 100 females) was 

l ow i n Pak is t an. The 1951 census report of Pakis t an showed the se x 

ra t i o as: (27, p. 158) 

West Pakistan: 
East Pakistan: 

53.9% Males 
52.3% Males 

46.1% Female s 
47.1% Females 

According to re cent 1961 census report of Pakistan ( f-p. 1) se x ra t i o is: 

Males 49,285,000 Females 44,527,000 

Psychological Aspects of Planned Parenthood. 

Dr, Rauf in his discussion on family planning in Pakistan says 

( 26, p. 34), 



The problem of family size and birth rate is predominantly 
psychological. It is largely a matter of mental out look. 
Certain exceedingly pervasive forces, inner and outer, so 
dominate the married couple that they find themselves 
blinded to the demands of moderation and social reality. 
The degree of mental and material health of a family, or 
a cornrnunity is consequently deterrnined by the degree of 
effectiveness of the proposed invasion on the psychologi cal 
forces offering resistance to family planning programmes. 
These forces are multiple. The most formidable opposition 
to family planning i n our country perhaps comes from the 
custodians of religion. Their arguments are: 

1. Birth control is contrary to tradition and practi ce. 
2. It tantamounts to an anticipatory murder. 
3. It is liable to corrupt the morals of youth and 

promote sexual indiscretions. 

Poverty is another hinderance, by disabling the people from spending 

money on the purchase of family-planning equipment, medi cines, et c. 

But it is not wholly responsible for anti-family planning bias, the 

other fa ctors are: 

1. La ck of sex education. 

2. Ignorance of the bio logy of sex and reproduction. 

3. Absence of a realization of the dire, personal, national 

and economi c consequence of unlimited reproduction . 

4 . Lack of frank discussion on the subject between husband and 
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wife, t heir shyness, reserve, etc., in dis cussing control and 

conception with a family planning social worker. 

5. Popular misunderstanding regarding contraception, that i t 

leads to sterility. 

Gen. Ayub Khan , Pre sident of Pakistan in his spee ch on "over 

population menace" says, ( c, p. 1), 

If this pace of rapidly increasing population is not checked, i t 
is bound to bring more sufferings and sacrifi ces for the people 
In our country the population has increased t o 85 mi ll ion, and 
it i s rising by one million people every year . Apart from t he 



problem of feeding, there is the problem of health, under
nourishment, and clean surroundings and homes. The inci
dence of tuberculosis and other diseases caused by living 
under unsatisfactory conditions is on the increase. We 
have a high rate of infant mortality, and here again the 
cause can be traced back to the circumstances brought about 
by the rise of population. 
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According to the 1951 census report (28, p. 214 ), the density of 

population in East Pakistan was 778 persons per square mile, and 108 

persons per square mile in West Pakistan. 

The recent 1961 census report (f-p.1) shows that the total popula-

tion of Pakistan now stands at 93.8 mi llion indicating that there was a 

23.7 per cent increase in ten years. The density of population in East 

Pakistan is 925 persons per square mile, and 136 persons per square mile 

in West Pakistan. 

Dr. (Mrs.) Awan while emphasizing the need of marri age guidance 

in Pakistan says (26, p. 66), 

Fear of unwanted conception is an important source of trouble 
in married l ife . Such parents need he lp to plan t heir parent
hood. Innumerable misfortunes result f rom an unplanned, chance 
propagation, without consideration of the wel fare of the off
spring, parents or the community. 

Mrs. Awan goes on to say that the most immediate benefit of planned 

parenthood centers around the family in general and the mot her in par-

ticular. Positive attitudes of the mother carry over to the husband and 

the chi ldren. Both enjoy the presence of a relaxed, pleasant wife and 

mother. Ry planning the family and by helping in giving bi rth to wanted 

children alone, a husband would not be blamed for an over-crowded house-

hold, poverty and selfishness. He thus is free of the hostil ity ari s ing 

from his wi f e due to her fe ar of a new pregnancy. Children also benefi t , 

because they are less likely to face the emotional and socio-economi cal 

problems of unwanted chi ldren. 
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Women's Education. 

I n pakistan women have been kept within the four walls of t he 

home for centuries. They were given education i n t he fine art s, mus ic , 

painti ng, literat ure, et c., but they di d not have access t o any fonnal 

training. 

India, 

But now women are found studying in all educational fields. 

Francis Younghusband says about women in (29, p. 280) undivided 

I ndian women are now greedy for education. It was in 
education under the inspiration of the great social 
refonner, Francina Sorabji, that Indian women made the 
first advance and took univeristy degree on equal terms 
with men as far back as 1884. And now there are women 
inspectors of schools, professors, as well as teachers • 

. - Ih medical profession they have made advance. There 
are women doctors and women surgeons. In political life 
women have the franchise in all provin ces. There are 
women magistrates, muni cipal officers and justi ces of 
peace. In li t era t ure also women are beginning to make 
their mark . 

In Paki s t an, th e number of girls i n s chools and co llege is i n-

crea sing every year; girls can enter any educat i ona l f i eld of their 

own choice . 

Sti ll there i s di f fere nce of opi nion among people wi th r ega rd to 

female education. 

Khalida Shah in her recent study finds (24, p. 159), 

Male respondent s even with college education felt that wife 
should not have equal education to her husband. Whereas 
women felt that they should have equal education. 

The majority of the men felt that she should end s chooling 
when she marries. The majority of women thought, she should 
continue her schooling, when she gets married. 



Careers for Women. 

Formerly in Pakistan, the only place for women was in the home; 

and now women are working side by side with men in all professions. 

Khalida Shah and Edlefsen observe (9, p. 198), 

Formerly employment of women for wages carried with it a 
social stigma. But with the continually increasing economic 
needs of the modern patterns of life, the nunber of gainfully 
employed women is constantly increasing. They have started 
entering professions partly because of economic reasons, but 
also because they want to be independent. 

Qureshe says about Pakistani women (23, p. 22), "A new type of 

womanhood is emerging in Pakistan, which at the present, tries to 

strike a balance between Islamic conservatism a:nd Eur9peain l l1'ber.ty:'11 

Jn 1956, a group of 330 women registering with the Regional 

Employment Exchange, Lahore, West Pakistan, to seek assistance in em-

ployment, were asked about the reasons for seeking employment (30, 
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p. 118). About 40 percent of the total respondents replied that it was 

to support their families; 45 percent to supplement their family income; 

and 15 percent wanted employment in order to be independent. 

Women in Pakistan have rights to enter all professions; they are 

working in the legislative assemblies and ha ve been sent as ambassadors 

and as representatives in the Ifni ted Nations Organizatio ns . 

The Census Report in 1955 of the Government of Pakistan (27, p. 

108) shows that women engaged in various occupations constitute only 

1.1 percent of the total female population of West Pakistan, and 2.5 

percent are employed in East Pakistan. 



Summary of the Historical and Contemporary Factors. 

1. Migration from India to the New Muslim Nat io n uprooted the 

old es t ablished family pattern. Mobility cont inues in search of 

greater opportunities for family economy 

2. Transition from an agricul t ural feudal economy to an indus

trial economy has affe cted marr i age cus toms. 
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3. The birth of freedom in the new republic as an i deal follow

ing the partition resulted in a new attitude toward the role of women. 

4. Education for women became an important goal for purposes 

of economic and so cial growth. 

5. Technological changes and improved transportation influenced 

family living with the result that many old values were abandoned and 

new ones adopted which ' are more appropriate to the emerging family 

pattern. 

6. Educatio n of youth is seen as an appreciation for individual 

r i ghts and demo cr at i c values. 



CHAPTER III 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 

The data is analyzed and discussed in the following pattern: 

A. Analysis of the Background Data of Respondents. 

B. Opinion Statements of Respondents. 

1. a. Differences among the females. 

b. Differences among the males. 

2. Comparison of the opinions of females and males 

C. Summary of the Findings. 

Background of Respondents. 

TABLE I 

AGE LEVEL OF RESPONDENTS 

Females Males Total 
Age Level No. % No , % No . % 

15 to 19 years 56 70.0 35 43. 75 91 57. 0 

20 to 24 years 24 30.0 41 51.25 65 40 . 5 

25 t o 29 years 0 o.o 4 5. 00 4 2. 5 

The age group in this research ranged from 15 to 29 years. Fifty-

seven per cent of t he respondents fell in the 15 t o 19 years category 

whi le 40.5 per cent fe ll in t he 20 t o 24 years, and only 2.5 per cent 

of the respondents fell in the 25 to 29 years category. 
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TABLE II 

NUMBER OF SIBLINGS OF THE RESPONDENTS 

Females Males Total 
Siblings No, % No,'. % No. % 

1 to 2 Siblings 12· 15.0 10 12.5 22 15.0 

3 to 4 Siblings 16 20.0 38 47.5 64 40.0 

5 and More 52 65.0 32 40.0 92 57.5 

It is evident from Table II, that composition of family ranged 

from small to large families. Fifteen per cent of the respondents had 

only one to two siblings in their families. Alost three times as many 

£amilies had the three to four siblings in their families, and approxi-

mately four times as many had five or more siblings in their families. 

Therefore it is evident that over one half of the families were five 

or larger. 

TABLE III 

MARITAL STATUS OF THE RESPONDENTS 

Females Males Total 
Marital Status No. % No. % No. % 

Single 78 97.5 72 90.0 150 93 .75 

Married 2 2.5 8 10.0 10 6.25 

Widowed 0 o.o 0 o.o ·o 0.00 

Separated 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.oo 
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It is interesting to note that there were only 6.25 married 

respondents, that is only ten out of the total 160 students. 

This shows that marriage is not considered advisable during the 

continuation of studies. And there are very few who continue their 

studies after marriage. 

The remaining 93.75 per cent of the respondents were unmarried. 

TABLE IV 

SECTARIAN GROUPINGS OF RESPONDENTS 

Females Males Total 
Sects No, % No. % No, % 

Sunni 58 72.5 68 85.0 126 78.75 

Shi a 14 17.5 8 10.0 22 13.75 

Wahabi 2 2.5 2 2.5 4 2.50 

Ahmadi 6 7.5 2 2.5 8 5.00 

An explanation of the different Islami c Sects is given in the 

review of literature on page 19. 

Table IV shows that predominantly the respondents belonged to 

the "Sunni" sect, the percentage being 78.75, while 13.75 per cent 

belonged to the "Shia" sect, 2.5 per cent belonged to the ''W ahabi " 

sect, and only five per cent claimed to be "Ahmadis". 

The status hierarchy in the caste system has been explained in 

the review of literature on page 16. 

Table V shows that 12.5 per cent belonged to the 1st group, 50 

per cent fell into the II group, 26.25 fell into the III group and 
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11.25 did not give any answer to the question. 

None of the respondents fell in the IV group -- t he occupat i onal 

castes. This can be attributed to the fact, that families belonging 

to these castes because of their manual jobs are very low paid, and so 

are unable financially to afford college education for their children. 

TABLE V 

CASTE STRATIFICATION OF RESPONDENTS 

Females Males 
Castes No, % No. % 

I Group 12 15.0 8 10.0 

II Group 40 50.0 40 50.0 

III Group 18 22.5 24 30.0 

IV Group 0 o.o 0 o.o 

No Answer 10 12.5 8 10.0 

TABLE VI 

RURAL-URBAN BACKGROUND OF RESPONDENTS 

Lived Mostly During 
Last 6 Years 

Village 

Ci t y 

Females 
No.· % 

2 2.5 

78 97 . 5 

Males 
No. % 

36 45.0 

44 55 .0 

Total 
No. % 

20 12.50 

80 50.00 

42 26.25 

0 o.oo 

18 11.25 

Tot al 
No. % 

38 23 . 75 

122 76 . 25 

Consideri ng the student s in respe ct of t heir urban i nfluence 

versus rural invluence, it is per t inent to not e t hat most of them have 

been residing in t he cities for t he last 6 years. To be exact , as 
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Table VI shows, more than three-fourths of the total respondents have 

been residing in the city for the last 6 years (97.5 percent among 

females and 55 per cent among male respondents. The urban influence 

is, therefore, predominant. 

TABLE VII 

HEADS OF THE FAMILIES OF THE RESPONDENTS 

Females Males Total 
Heads of Families No, % No. % No, % 

Grandfather 6 7.5 9 11.25 15 9.3 

Father 64 80.0 64 80.00 128 80.0 

Mother 4 5.0 1 1.25 5 3.2 

Brother 6 7.5 6 7.50 12 7.5 

Table VII shows that families predominantly are patriarcha l 

considering that 80 per cent of the respondents come from families wi th 

fathers as their heads, 9.3 per cent of respondent's families have 

grandfathers in authority, 7.5 per cent have brothers as heads in their 

families. Only 3.2 per cent of respondents have mothers in authority 

in their families. 

TABLE VIII 

FAMILY PATTERN OF THE RESPONDENTS 

Females Males < ' Tota l 
< -

Family Pattern No. % No. % No, % 

Joint Family 26 32.5 32 40.0 58 36.25 

Single Unit Family 54 67.5 48 60.0 102 63.75 
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It appears from the Table VIII that about two-thirds of the 

respondents 63.75 per cent are from single unit families, and over 

one-third of the respondents (36.25 per cent) come from joint families. 

This shows that joint family pattern still exists, although the 

trend is toward single unit families. 

TABLE IX 

INCOME LEVEL OF THE RESPONDENTS 

Females Males Iotal 
Economic Status No, % No, % No. % 

Lower 0 . o,.o 0 o.o 0 o.oo 

Lower Middle 4 5.0 48 60.0 52 32.50 

!Jpper Middle 26 32.5 16 20.0 42 26.25 

Lower Upper 30 37.5 10 12.5 40 25.00 

Upper Upper 20 25.0 6 7.5 26 16.25 

A broad range of income from Rs. 100 to Rs. 3000 and above 

was given in the questionnaire, and respondents were asked to check the 

range of income of their families. 

The range of income was divided into a class hierarchy as: 

Rs 100 200 Lower Class 

Rs 200 400 Lower Middle 

Rs 400 800 Upper Middle 

Rs 800 - 2,000 Upper Class 

Rs 2,000 --- 3,000 and above Upper Upper Class 

Table IX shows that majority of the students come from middle 

class families, about one-third belong to the lower middle class and 



slightly over one-fourth belong to the upper middle class, one-fourth 

of respondents come from families belonging to lower-upper class, and 

one-si xth come from upper-upper class families. 
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None of the respondents belonged to the lower class, be cause t he 

lower classes cannot afford financially t o send their chi l dren to 

school. 

Comparing the economi c status of the female respondents' families 

with the male respondents' families, it is interesting t o note that t he 

majority of the male respondents (60 per cent) fall into the lower 

middle class group, whereas the majority of the female respondents fall 

into the upper middle and lower upper class groups, 32.5 per cent and 

37.5 per cent respectively. 

The reason for this difference is that although the middle class 

families consider education of children an extremely important goal, but 

very oft en lower middle class families due to lower income cannot manage 

to send all t heir children t o college, They gi ve more importance t o 

t he education of their sons t han their daughters for raising the s tatus 

of the i r fami l i es. 

So ver y few girl s i n t he lower middle cl ass can ge t the opport unit y 

t o attend college, t heir share in the family's income is spent in accumu

lating dowry for t hem. 

(Dowry system is explained in the review of li t erature on page 33 . ) 

It is si gni f i cant to not e i n t he Tabl e X, t hat only 20 per cent 

of the respondents stated that t heir fathers and mothers jointly cont r ol 

the family finan ces (shows demo cratic t rend), while i n majority of t he 

cases (58 .75 per cent ) fathers alone are in contro l of financial matters; 
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grandfathers happen to be financial managers in 2.5 per cent of the 

respondents' families, and 3.75 percent of the respondents that their 

brothers were in control of family finances. 

TABLE X 

CONTROL OF FINANCES IN THE RESPONDENTS' FAMILIES 

Females Males Total 
Financial Manager No, % No, % No, % 

Grand father 0 o.o 4 5.0 4 2.50 

Father 32 40.0 62 77.5 94 58.75 

Mother 18 22.5 6 7.5 24 15.00 

Father and Mother 28 35.0 4 5.0 32 20.00 

Brother . 2 2.5 4 5.0 6 3.75 i 

TABLE XI 

EDVG.ATIO.NAL .ST }\T_US. OF. THE. RESF{)NDE.NTS 

Females Males .·.·TQfd 
Educational Status No. % No . % No. % 

l to 4 year co llege 72 90.0 70 87.5 142 88. 75 

Over 4 year co llege 8 10.0 10 12.5 18 11.25 

Table XI shows t hat about nine of t en of the total respondent s 

were under-graduate students, and about one in ten of the respondents 

had over four years of college education. 
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TABLE XII 

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS OF THE RESPONDENTS FATHERS 

Females Males Total 
Father's Schooling No, % No. % No. % 

None 0 o.o 6 7.5 6 3.75 

1 to 5 years schoo l 0 o.o 22 27.5 22 13.75 

6 to 10 years school 16 20.0 36 45.0 52 33.75 

1 to 4 years college 24 30.0 6 7.5 30 18.75 

Over 4 years college 40 50.0 10 12.5 50 31.00 

TABLE XIII 

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS OF THE RESPONDENTS MOTHERS 

Females Males Total 
Mothers Schooling No, % No, % No. % 

None 2 2.5 42 52.50 44 27.50 

1 to 5 years s chool · 34 42.5 24 30.00 58 36.25 

6 to 10 years s chool 30 37.5 12 15.00 42 26.25 

1 to 4 years co llege 10 12.5 1 1.25 11 7. 00 

Over 4 years co llege 4 5.0 1 1.25 5 3.00 

The education of both the parents was asked. For classi fication 

purposes five categories were made. 

Tables number XII and XIII reveal that a greater number of the 

respondents• fathers fall in the college educated category, while only 

a very small percentage of the respondents' mothers fall in the same 
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category. More mothers of respondents 27.5 per cent than fathers 3.75 

per cent fall in the no education category. 

Thirteen and seventy-five hundredths per cent of fathers and 

36.25 of mothers fall in the primary educated category. Thi r t y-

three and seventy-five hundredths per cent of fathers and 26.25 

per cent of mothers fall in the matri culation cat egory. 

TABLE XIV 

HAPPINESS IN THE LIFE OF THE RESPONDENTS' PARENTS 

Female!i Males Total 
Parent's Life No, % No, % No. % 

Very Happy 46 57.5 30 37.5 76 47.5 

Happy 30 37.5 42 52.2 72 45.0 

Unhappy 4 5.0 8 10.0 12 7.5 

This is an important question, be cause parents' rela t i onship t o 

each ot her has a deep bearing on t he att i t ude of childre n regar ding 

all aspe cts of married li fe. 

Forty-seven and five tenths per cent of the to t al respo ndent s 

rated their parent's married life as "very happy", 45 per cent of the 

respond ent s rated t heir parent 's life as "happy", whereas 7. 5 per cent 

of the respondents stated that their parents' married life was unhappy. 

A question was asked, if in the respondents' families any cere-

monies w.e.re. held (rejoicing) at the birth of a son whi ch were not held 

at the _b_irth of .a daugh_ter • . 

The purpose of this question was to see if there was any difference 

in the status of male and female children in the families. 



Yes 

No 

TABLE Xv 

CEREMONIES HELD AT THE BIRTH OF A SON IN THE 
FAMILIES OF THE RESPONDENTS 

Females Males Total 
No. % No. % No. % 

18 22.5 38 47.5 56 35.0 

62 77. 5 42 52.5 104 65.0 

In the Table Xv, 35 percent of the total respondents replied in 

the affirmative. It shows that in one-third of the respondent's 

families the status of female children were lower than the male 

children. 

Analysis and Interpretations of Respondents' Opinions 
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The section which follows is concerned with an analysis and inter-

pretation of the opinions checked by the respondents relative to mate 

selection and marriage. 

TABLE XI/I 

MARRIAGE AS AN IMPORTANT AIM IN LIFE 

Females Males Total 
No. % No. % No. % 

Yes 55 68 .75 72 90.0 127 79 . 4 

No 25 31.25 8 10.0 33 20 . 6 

In every society marriage is an important event of life, both for 

females and males. To t he querry, as to whether marr iage is or is not 
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an important aim in life, 90 per cent among males and 68.75 among 

female students replied in the affirmative (See Table XVI). Out of 

the total respondents about one of five do not consider marriage as an 

important aim in life. 

It is interesting to note when the relation between the unhappy 

life of the respondents' parents married life and negative attitude 

of respondents towards marriage was examined, a definite relation was 

observed. Seven and five tenths per cent of respondents (See Table 

XIV) who stated that their parents' married life was unhappy fall 

into the group who have negative attitude towards marriage (Table XVI). 

Table XVI further shows that less females than male respondents 

have positive attitude towards marriage. The reason can be that the 

predominant family pattern with the wife having a subordinate role in 

the home is not acceptable to college educated girls. 

(See Table VII showing that, predominantly, respondents come from 

patriarchal families). 

Opinion Statements Related to Criteria for Traditional Liberal 

Attitudes. 

Opinion statements of the respondents were categorized under five 

vital aspects of marriage and married life which are outlined in the 

criteria for traditional and liberal attitudes, page 6. 

Table XVII shows that opinion statements of females for four out 

of the five items in this aspect fall in the "plus" classification 

~owards liberalism), with the highest percentage +82.5 for residential 

arrangement after marriage, the difference of opinion being +65 per cent. 
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This means that predominant majority want a separate home of their own 

to start their new life after marriage. 

TABLE XVII 

ASPECT I. FAMILISM VERSUS INDIVIDUATIONALISM 
TN MARRIAGE CHOICE AND FAMILY LIVING 

Ques. Traditional Liberal 
No, Statement N % N % 

GROUP A (80 females) 

16 Practices of Arranged Marriages 57 71.25 23 28.75 

18 Selection of Marriage Partner 25 31.25 55 68.75 

19 Conditions to see Marriage 
Partner 34 42.50 46 57.50 

20 Sources to Learn Qualities 
of Future Partner 36 45.00 44 55.00 

37 Residential Arrangement After 
Marriage 14 17.50 66 82.50 

GROUP B (80 males) 

16 Practices of Arranged Marriage 24 30.00 56 70.00 

18 Selection of Marriage Partner 15 18.75 65 81.25 

19 Conditions to see Marriage 
Partner 43 53.75 37 46.25 

20 Sources to Learn Qualities of 
Future Partner 38 47.50 42 52.50 

37 Residential Arrangement After 
Marriage 49 61.25 31 38.75 

Difference 
% 

-42.5* 

+37.3 

+15.0 

+10.0 

+65.0 

+40.0 

+62.5 

-7.5 

+5.0 

-22.5 

*The sign "plus" denotes positive attitude towards liberalism and the 
"minus" sign denotes positive attitude towards traditionalism. 
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In the query regarding practices of arranged marriage, the 

answers reveal that only 28.75 per cent of the female respondents fall 

in the "plus" classification, the difference of opinion among them 

being 42.5 per cent, which implies that while predominantly the 

respondents favour the traditional practices of arranged marriage, 

almost one-third chose the liberal. 

In the case of male respondents the greatest difference of 

opinion among male respondents exists on the question regarding 

selection of marriage partner +62.5 per cent difference implies that 

a great majority of male respondents favour liberal pattern in the 

selection of mates. 

On the question regarding residential arrangement after marriage, 

the majority of the male respondents favour the traditional pattern, 

the difference of opinion between traditional and liberal males being 

-22.5 in the direction of traditionalism. 

Table XVIII presents the opinions of t he respondents to aspect II 

of the criteria. This aspect is concerned with whether the student 

believes the family should give importance to family unity or that 

greater importance should be given to personal psychological satis

factions in marriage. 

Table XVIII shows, that opinion statements of females for nine 

out of the twelve items in this aspe ct fall in the "plus" classifi ca

tion, with the highest percentage +100 for three items: 

(1) Mutuality of interests in the prospective partner. 

(2) Similarity of temperament in the prospective partner. 

(3) Comnunication of ideas between husband and wife. 
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TABLE XVIII 

ASPECT II. IMPORTANCE OF PERSONAL FSYCHOLOGICAL FACT ORS IN MARRIAGE 
VERSUS SUBORDINATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS TO FAMILY UNITY. 

Ques. Trgditional Llbergl Difference 
No. Statement N % N % % 

GROUP A (80 females) 

21a Marriage to a Person of Lower 
Economic Rank 50 62.50 30 37.50 -25.0 

b Marriage to a Person of 
Different Caste 45 56.25 35 43,75 -12.5 

C Marriage to a Person of 
Different Caste 62 77.50 18 · 22.50 -45.0 

24a Mutuality of Interests in the 
Prospective Partner 0 o.oo 80 100.00 +100.0 

b Similarity of Temperament in 
the Prospective Partner 0 o.oo 80 100.00 +100. 0 

38 Communication of Ideas Between 
Husband and Wife 0 o.oo 80 100.00 +100.0 

39a Mutual Decision Regarding 
Purchase of Articles 9 11.25 71 88.75 +77.5 

b Chi ldren•s Training 2 2.50 78 97.50 +95.0 

C Recreational Activities 3 3.75 77 96.25 +92.5 

d Relations With Friends 10 12.50 70 87.50 +75.0 

e Relations With Relatives 6 7.50 74 92.50 +85.0 

50 Desirability of Family 
Planning 17 21.25 63 78.75 +57.5 

GROUP B (80 males) 

21a Marriage to a Person of Lower 
Economic Rank 20 25.00 60 75.00 +50.0 

b Marriage to a Person of 
Different Caste 47 58. 75 33 41.25 -17.5 

C Marriage to a Person of 
Different Sect 42 52.50 38 47.50 -5.0 
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(Table XVIII Continued) 

Ques. Traditional Liberal Difference 
No. Statement N % N % % 
24a Mutuality of Interests in the 

Prospective Partner 5 6.25 75 93.75 +87.5 

b Similarity of Temperament in 
the Prospective Partner 5 6.25 75 93.75 +87.5 

38 Communication of Ideas 6 7.50 74 92.50 +85.0 

39a Mutual Decision Regarding 
Purchase of Articles 9 11.25 71 88 .75 +77.5 

b Mutual Decision Regarding 
Children's Training 5 6.25 75 93.75 +87.5 

C Mutual Decision Regarding 
Recreational Activities 21 26.25 59 73.75 +47.5 

d Mutual Decision Regarding 
Relations with Friends 28 35.00 52 65.00 +30.0 

e Mutual Decision Regarding 
Relations with Relatives 13 16.25 67 83.75 +67.5 

50 Desirability of Family 
Planning 25 31.25 55 68.75 +37. 5 

The writer interprets this emphasis on t he companionship aspect of the 

mate preference to indi cat e a trend away f rom t he institutional aspect 

of the family unit. 

Close to thi s is +97. 5 per cent responses of females showing 

positive attitude for "Mutual decision regarding children's t raini ng". 

"Forty-five per cent " i s ob served in regard t o t he i t ern "Marriage 

to a person of different sect". This implies that marriage to a 

person of different sect is not ac ceptable t o a great majori t y of t he 

female respondents . 
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Opinion statements of male respondents for ten out of twelve items 

in this aspect fall in the "plus" classification, with the greates t 

difference of opinion among males +87.5 per cent for t hree items: 

(1) Mutuality of interest in the prospective partner. 

(2) Similarity of temp.erament in the prospective partner. 

(3) Mutual decision regarding children's t raini ng . 

Close to this is +85 per cent difference of opinion among males 

for the item, "Communication of ideas between husband and wife". 

A difference of opinion of -17.5 per cent is observed with regard 

to the item, "Marriage to a person of different caste". This implies 

that inter-caste marriages are not acceptable to some of the male 

respondents. 

It becomes clear from the above analysis that t he predominant 

majority of male and female respondents have liberal attitudes for 

most of the i t ems in t his aspe ct. 

The reader observes t hat Table XIX in the next section is con

cerned with the difference between traditional marriage ritual and 

customs and liberal ri t ual and customs. Thi s analysis presents t he 

findings r elative to aspect III of the origi nal criteri a. 

Tabl e XIX shows t ha t opinion s tatement s of females for t hree out 

of the seven i t erns in this aspect fall in the "Plus" classification, 

with the highest percentage +65 di fference of opinion among f emales, 

for the i tern " Importance of dowry". It mean s t hat majority of femal e 

respondents do not consider dowry as an import ant factor in the 

marriage arrangements. 

Jn t he questi on regarding fixation of al i mony, the answers reveal 

that only 25 per cent of the female respondents fall in t he "Plus" 
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TABLE XIX 

ASPECT III. TRADITIONAL MARRIAGE RITUAL AND CUSTOMS 
VERSUS LIBERAL MARRIAGE RITUAL AND CUSTOMS 

Ques. Traditional Liberal Difference 
No. Statement N % N % % 

llROUP A (80 females) 

26 Importance of Dowry 14 17.50 66 82.50 +65.0 

27 Need for Fixation of Alimony 60 75.00 20 25.00 -50.0 

28 Betrothal as Pre-requisite 
for Marriage 52 65.00 28 35.00 -30.0 

29 Duration of Period Between 
Betrothal and Marriage 16 20.00 64 80.00 +60.0 

30 Desirability of Marriage 
Ceremonies 56 70.00 24 30.00 -40.0 

31 Marriage, Elaborate or 
Simple Affair 31 38.75 49 61.25 -22.5 

32 Importance of Family Traditions 
in the Selection of Marriage 
Partners 37 46.25 43 53.75 +7.5 

GROUP B (80 males) 

26 Importance of Dowry 23 28.75 57 71.25 +42.5 

27 Need for Fixation of Alimony 69 86.25 11 13.75 -72.5 

28 Betrothal as Pre-requi si t e 
for Marriage 52 65.00 28 35.00 -30.0 

29 Duration of Period Between 
Betrothal and Marriage 20 25.00 60 75.00 +50.0 

30 Desirability of Marriage 
Ceremonies 13 16.25 67 83. 75 +67.5 

31 Marriage, Elaborate or Simple 15 18.75 65 81.25 +62.5 

32 Importance of Family Traditions 
in the Selection of Marriage 
Partners 35 43.75 45 56.25 +12.5 
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classification, the difference of opinion among them being "-50 per 

cent", which means that predominantly the female respondents consider 

fixation of alimony as a significant factor in marriage arrangements. 

Opinion statements of male respondents for five out of seven 

i terns fall in the "Plus" classification, with the great difference of 

opinion among them being +67 .5 per cent for the i tern "Desirability of 

marriage ceremonies"; it implies that majority of males do not consider 

marriage ceremonies as important. 

Minus 72.5 per cent difference of opinion is observed in regard t o 

the i tern "Need for fixation of alimony"; it means that majority of the 

male respondents favour the fixation of alimony in marriage arrange

ments. 

Tt is interesting to not e that male and female respondents seem 

to be somewhat in agreement on this point. 

The next table (Table XX ) presents findings pertinent to aspe ct 

TV of the original cr iteria relative to student s beliefs about tra

ditional versus liberal family practices and attitudes. 

Table XX shows that opinion statement s of female respondents f or 

12 out of 16 i terns in t his aspect fall in the "Plus" classi fication, 

with the highest percentage +85 difference of opinion among females, 

for the i tern "Teaching as an occupation for women"; it means t hat 

predominant majori t y of female respondent s consider t eaching as a 

desirable profession for women. 

Minus 100 per cent difference of opinion among females in response 

to t he question about the age of marriage partner, shows that females 

favou r t he traditional practice of boy being older t han girl i n t he 

selection of mates. 



TABLE XX 

ASPECT IV. AUIHORITARIAN FNv1ILY PRACTICES VERSUS 
EQUALITARIAN FAMILY PRACTICES AND ATTITUDES 

Ques. 
No. Statement 

GROUP A (80 females) 

22 Age of Marriage Partner 

23 Age Difference in Years 

35a Women in Vocation After 
Marriage 

b Women in Vocation Before 
Marriage 

36a Occupation for Women -
Teaching 

b Occupation for Women -
Nursing 

c Occupation for Women -
Medi ci ne 

d Occupation for Women -
Banks 

e Occupa t ion for Women -
Factori es 

f Occupati on fo r Women -
Socia l Welfar e Department s 

41 Desirabi l ity of Divorce 

42 Ri ght of Di vorce f or Women 

43 Ri ght of Man t o Have More 
Than One Wife 

46 Prudah, A Sign of Family 
Prestige 

47 Aboli t i on of Bur qa 

48 Visits t o Fri ends 

Tradi t ional 
N % '~ 

80 100.00 

20 25.00 

38 47.50 

13 16.25 

6 7.50 

24 30.00 

13 16.25 

53 66.25 

65 81.25 

9 11.25 

18 32.50 

8 10.00 

13 16.25 

24 30.00 

22 27.50 

7 8. 75 

Liberal 
N % 

0 o.oo 

60 75.00 

42 52.50 

67 83.75 

74 92.50 

56 70.00 

67 83.75 

27 33.75 

15 18 .75 

71 88 . 75 

62 77 .50 

72 90.00 

67 83.75 

56 70.00 

58 72.50 

73 91. 25 
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Difference 
,.· % 

-100.0 

+50.0 

+5.0 

+67.5 

+85.0 

+40.0 

+67.5 

-32.5 

-62. 5 

+77. 5 

- 45 . 0 

+80. 0 

+67. 5 

+40.0 

+45.0 

+82, 5 



(Table XX continued) 

Ques. 
No . 

Traditional ~L;:;;:.;:;.:ib~e~r~a~l---
Statement N % N % 

GROUP B (80 males) 

22 Age of Marriage Partner 

23 Age Difference in Years 

35a Women in .Vo cation After 
Marriage 

b Women in Vo cation Refore 
Marriage 

36a Occupations for Women -
Teaching 

b Occupations for Women -

63 78.75 

3 3.75 

46 57.50 

50 62.50 

62 77.50 

Nursing 44 55.00 

c Occupations for Women -
Medicine 46 57.50 

d Occupations for Women -
Banks 75 93.75 

e Occupation for Women -
Fa ctories 77 96.25 

f Occupations for Women -
Social Welfare Depart ments 40 50.00 

41 Desi rabi lity of Di vo r ce 

42 Right of Divorce for Women 

43 Right of Man to Have More 
Than one Wife 

46 Purdah, A Sign of Family 
Prestige 

47 Abolition of Burqa 

48 Visits to Friends 

11 13. 75 

50 62.50 

45 56.25 

64 80.00 

52 65.00 

8 10.00 

17 21. 25 

77 96.25 

34 42 .50 

30 37.50 

18 32.50 

36 45.00 

34 42.50 

5 6.25 

3 3.75 

40 50.00 

69 86.25 

30 57.50 

35 43.75 

16 20.00 

28 35.00 

72 90.00 

67 

Difference 
% 

-57.5 

+92.5 

-15.0 

-25.0 

-45.0 

-10.0 

-15.0 

-87.5 

-92.5 

o.o 

+72. 5 

-5.0 

-12.5 

-60.0 

-30.0 

+80.0 
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It is pertinent to note, that only three out of 16 opinion 

statements of males fall in the "Plus" classification, with the 

greatest difference of opinion among them being +92.5 per cent for 

the item, "Age difference in years between the prospective partners". 

It implies that majority of males favour the idea that girl should be 

only one to five years younger than boy, for better companionship. 

Difference of opinion between traditional and liberal males is 

observed as being -92.5 with regard to the iten, ''Work in factories 

as an occupation for women". This indicates that, predominantly, 

males oppose the idea of women working in factories. 

Data and findings regarding Aspect V are presented in the table 

which follows. 

TABLE XXI 

ASPECT V. INEQUALITY VERSUS EQUALITY IN 
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY AND LEVEL 

Ques. 
No. Statement 

GRO UP A (80 females) 

Traditional 
N % 

17 Education for Marriage Partner 57 71.25 

33 Suffi cient Education for a 
Girl 3 3.75 

34 Desirability of Co-education .45 56.25 

GROUP B (80 males) 

17 Education for Marriage Partner 52 65.00 

33 Sufficient Education for a 
Girl 

34 Desirability of Co-education 

37 46.25 

47 58.75 

~-L_i_b_e_r_a-1_ Difference 
N % % 

23 28.75 - 42.5 

77 96.25 +92.5 

35 43.75 -12.5 

28 35.00 -30.0 

43 53.75 +7.5 

33 41. 25 -17.5 
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Table XXI shows that +92.5 per cent difference of opinion exists 

among female respondents in regard to the item, "Sufficient education 

for a girl", it means that predominant majority of females believe 

that college education is very essential for girls. 

Minus 42.5 per cent difference of opinion among females in 

response to the question, "Education for marriage partner", reveals 

that female respondents consider that girls should have less educa

tion than boys. 

In the case of male respondents the greatest difference of 

opinion among them exists on the question regarding education for 

marriage partners. Minus 30 per cent difference implies that male 

respondents believe that girls should have less education than boys. 

It is interesting to note that on this item female and male respon

dents have similar attitudes--traditional. 

Plus 7.5 percent difference of opinion between males on the 

question about education for a girl, implies that majority of males 

fa vour co llege education for girls. 

Comparison of the Opinions of Females and Males. 

The first table in the series of si x that compose this se ction 

on comparison of opinions of males and females presents the findings 

on qualities desired in a mate. The five tables which follow give 

differences between male and female responses to the five aspe cts of 

the criteria on liberalism and traditionalism. 

Table XXII shows that on the question of the desirability of 

certain characteristics in the selection of a mate, good looks is 
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rated high (Very Important) by the majority of male respondents, 

whereas majority of female respondents consider this trait as some-

what important. The difference between male and female opinion 

statements for the "very important" rating being 55.5 per cent. 

TABLE XXII 

QUALITIES DESIRED IN A MATE 

Preferences~ Differences ~ 
V, Imp, S.Imp. N. Imp. V. Imp. S.Imp. N.Imp. 

1. Good Looks 
Females 20.0 72.5 7.5 45.0 2.5 
Males 67.5 27.5 5.0 55.5 

2. Pleasant Disposition 
Females 80.0 16.0 o.o 1.0 
Males 85.0 15.0 o.o 5.0 

3. Good Health 
Females 87.5 12.5 o.o 5.0 
Males 92.5 7.5 o.o 5.0 

4. Devotion to Family 
Females 87.5 12.5 o.o 7.5 
Males 95.0 5.0 0.0 7.5 

5. Go od Manners 
Females 87.5 12.5 0.0 7.5 
Males 92.5 5.0 o.o 5.0 

6. Intelligence 
Females 67.5 32.5 0.0 17.5 
Males 82.5 15.0 2.5 15.0 2.5 

7. Good Family Ba ckground 
Females 70.0 25.0 5.0 5.0 0.0 
Males 65.0 25.0 10.0 o.o 5.0 

The next important difference between male and female responses 

is observed in regard with "Intelligence" as a desired quality in a 

mate. Predominant majority of males consider it as very important, 

and majority of females rate this quality as somewhat important. 

The difference for the "Very Important'' rating being 15 per cent 

between male and female respondents. 
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For other qualities there is not much significant difference 

between the male and female opinion statements. 

As previous! y stated the following tables and discussions present 

findings on the differences between males and females regarding each 

of the five aspects of the original criteria. 

TABLE XXIII 

A COMPARISON OF MALE AND FEMALE ATTITUDES TOWARDS LIBERALISM 
ASPECT I. FAMILISM VERSUS INDIVIDUATIONALISM 

IN MARRIAGE CHOICE AND FAMILY LIVING 

Difference ~ 
Ques. Females Males for for 
No. Statement N % N % Females Mti.les 

16 Practices of Arranged 
Marriage 23 28. 75 56 70.00 +41. 25 

18 Selection of Marriage 
Partner 55 68. 75 65 81.25 +12.75 

19 Conditions to see 
Marriage Partner 46 57.50 37 46.25 +11.25 

20 Sources to Learn Qualities 
of Future Partner 44 55.00 42 52.50 +2.50 

37 Residential Arrangement 
After Marriage 66 82 .50 31 38.75 +43 . 75 

Table XXI II shows quite significant differences between male and 

female respondents' attitude change towards liberalism. 

Plus 41.25 per cent difference between male and f emale respondents 

opinion statements indicate that practices of arranged marriage are not 

acceptable to a vast majority of male respondents, whereas maj ority of 

female re spondents sti ll favour the traditional patte r n. 



Data in connection with the second question in line, method of 

selecting a mate, reveals that the highest percentage seems to be in 

favour of letting parents select but with the consent of partners. 

Plus 12.75 per cent difference placed on male side, means that more 

males than females hold this liberal view. 
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The next important difference of opinion is observed in connection 

with preference for residence after marricge. 

The data reveals that 82.5 per cent of the female respondents 

wish to live in a separate home of their own. The corresponding 

figure for males is only 38.75 per cent, the difference being +43.75 

per cent on the female side. These facts clearly lead to the conclu

sions: 

1. Majority of female respondents are not willing to play a \/' 

subordinate role in the home of their in-laws, and are interested in 

setting up a separate home of their own. 

2. The females accept the situation that marriage for them means 

emancipation from parental control. The males on the other hand have 

a pressing sense of obligation (emotional and economical) towards 

their parents. 

Findings on differences between male and females on the personal

psychological versus familistic emphasis are presented in table XXIV 

which follows. 
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TABLE XXIV 

ASPECT II. IMPORTANCE OF PERSONAL PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS IN MARRIAGE 
VERSUS SUBORDINATION OF PSYt.HOLOG ICAL FACTORS TO FAMILY UNITY 

Difference % 
Ques. 1:e11H1le~ Mal~~ for for 
No . Statement N .. % N % Females Males 

21a Marriage to a Person of 
Lower Economic Rank 30 37.50 60 75.00 +37.5 

b Marriage to a Person of 
Different Caste 35 43.75 33 41.25 +2.50 

C Marriage to a Person of 
Different Sect 18 32.50 38 47.50 +15.0 

24a Mutuality of Interests 
in the Prospective 
Partner 80 100.00 75 93.75 +6.25 

b Similarity of Temperament 
in the Prospective 
Partner 80 100.00 75 93.75 +6.25 

38 Communi cation of Ideas 
Between Husband and 
Wife 80 100.00 74 92.50 +7.50 

39a Mutual Decisions Regard-
ing Purchase of 
Arti cles 71 88 .75 71 88 .75 -00 -00 

b Mutual Decisions Regard-
i ng Children• s Training 78 97.50 75 93.75 +3.75 

C Mutual Decisions Regard-
ing Recreational 
Activities 77 96.25 59 73.75 +22.50 

d Mutual Decisions Regard-
ing Relations With 
Friends 70 87.50 52 65.00 +22.50 

e Mutual Decisions Regarding 
Relations with 
Re la ti ves 74 92.50 67 83.75 +8. 75 

50 Desirability of Family 
Planning 63 78.75 55 68. 75 +10.00 
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A great difference of opinion between female and male respondents 

is observed, (Table XXIV) in regard with the question, "Marriage to a 

person of lower economic rank". Majority of male respondents appear 

liberal, +37.5 per cent difference on the male side indicates that only 

a minority of females are willing to marry a person of lower economic 

rank. It reflects that more female than male respondents are conscious 

of the conflicts that arise in the family due to financial problems. 

The next improtant opinion statements in sequence are on the 

questions regarding, "Marriage to a person of different caste or sect". 

It is pertinent to note that only a minority of total respondents are 

willing to marry a person of different caste or sect. This finding 

reveals that caste and sectarian differences still persist strongly 

and cannot be eradicated easily. 

It appears from the +15 difference on the male respondents side 

on the question about marriage to a person of different sect, that 

more male than female respondents are liberal on this issue. The 

reason might be that females are more conscious of difficulties in 

social adjustments in everyday life (differences in practices of 

worship etc.). 

The most important point in this aspect is the query regarding 

communication of ideas between husband wife, and mutual decisions 

in various family matters. Predominant majority of total respon-

dents approve, that there should be communication between husband 

and wife and decisions should be mutual. 

The plus differences on the females side show that more female 

than male respondents are in favour of communication between husband .. _____ .... 
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and wife and mutual decisions in family matters. 

Lastly on the question regarding desirability of family planning, 

it is observed that majority of total respondetns are liberal, and 

that family planning is considered desirable, although more females 

than males approve it. 

Aspect III of t he criteria is presented, with its corresponding 

differences between male and female respondents, in Table XXV . 

TABLE XXV 

ASPECT III. TRADITIONAL MARRIAGE RITUAL AND CUSTOMS VERSUS 
LIBERAL MARRIAGE RITUAL AND CUSTOMS 

Ques. Females 
No. Statement N 

26 Importance of Dowry 66 

27 Need for Fi xation of 
Alimony 20 

28 Betrothal as Prerequisite 
for Marriage 28 

29 Duration of Period Between 
Betrothal and Marriage 64 

30 Desirabi lity of Marriage 
Ceremonies 24 

31 Marriage, Elaborate or 
Simple Affair 49 

32 Importance of Family 
Traditions in the Selec-
tion of Marriage 
Partners 43 

% 

82.50 

25.00 

35.00 

80 .00 

30.00 

61.25 

53.75 

Difference % 
Males for for 

N % Females Males 

57 71.25 +11. 25 

11 13.75 +11. 25 

28 35.00 - 00 -00 

60 75,00 +5,00 

67 83.75 +53. 75 

65 81.25 +20.00 

45 56.25 +2,50 
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Table XXV shows that majority of male and female respondents do 

not give importance to dowry in marriage arrangements, +11.25 per cent 

difference of opinion indicates that more female than male respondents 

are liberal in their outlook, On the whole the data on t his issue 

reflects that marriage is nON considered more a union of individuals 

than a union of economic resources and property. 

The other significant factor in this aspe ct is the desirability 

of elaborate marriage ceremonies. Plus 53,75 difference on male 

respondent s side indicates that predominant majority of male respon

dents fall in the liberal category, they do not favour elaborate 

marriage ceremonies, whereas a minority of female respondents approve 

of a simple marriage, 

Table XXVI, whi ch is concerned with Aspect IV of t he criteria, 

is presented next. It shows that on the question regarding age of 

marriage partner, a few of the male respondents 21.25 per cent, and 

none of the female respondents fall in the liberal category. 

A semi patriarchal authority is envisaged by a demonstrable 

tendency among males for preferring wives of younger ages, and the 

females t hemselves seem cont ent with the arrangement, 

The data on the next items in sequence (vo cation and occupation 

for women) is significant, 

Plus differences on the female side reflect t hat f emale s feel 

their growing need of economic independence, but male respondents do 

not approve of the idea of women having a vocation before or after 

marriage with some variations of opinion in relation of various occu

patio ns for women. 
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TABLE XXVI 

ASPECT I V. AUTHORITARIAN FAMILY PRACT I CES VERSUS 
EQUALITARIAN FAMILY PRACTICES AND ATTITUDES 

Difference ~ 
Ques. Females Males for for 
No . St at ement N % N % Females Males 

22 Age of Marriage Partner 0 0.00 17 21.25 +21.25 

23 Age Difference in Years 60 75.00 77 96.25 +21.25 

35a Women in Vo cat ion after 
Marri age 42 52.50 34 42.50 +10.00 

b Women i n Vo cation before 
Marriage 67 83.75 30 37.50 +46.25 

36a Occupations for Women--
Teaching 74 92.50 18 32.50 +60.00 

b Occupat ions for Women--
Nursing 56 70.00 36 45.00 +25.00 

c Occupations for Women--
Medi cine 67 83.75 34 42.50 +41.25 

d Occupations for Women--
Banks 27 33.75 5 6.25 +27.50 

e Occupations f or Women--
Factori es 15 18 .75 3 3.75 +15.00 

f Occupations for Women--
Soci al Wel far e 
Departments 71 88 . 75 40 50 . 00 +38 . 75 

41 Desi rabili t y of Divorce 62 77.50 69 89 .25 +11. 75 

42 Right of Divor ce f or 
Woman 72 90.00 30 57.50 +32. 50 

43 Right of Man t o Have 
More Than One Wife 67 83.75 35 43.75 +40.00 

46 Purdah, a Sign of Family 
Pres t i ge 56 70.00 16 20.00 +50.00 

47 Abol i t ion of Burqa 58 72 . 50 28 35 .00 _37.50 

48 Vi sits to Friends 73 91.25 72 90.00 +l.25 
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Data on the desirability of divorce reflects, that there is a 

progressive trend amongst both male and female respondents, that if 

marriage is incompatible it is batter to separate. Majority of the 

total respondents approve it, with males a little more liberal ( +11. 75% 

difference on the males side). 

Figures on the next opinion statements reveal that a vast majority 

of female respondents advocate that women should be given the right 

for divorce, and man should be denied the right to have more than one 

wife and the practice of seclusion of women abandoned. · But only a 

small number of male respondents approve of the above mentioned social 

changes. The resons might be that a higher status of women appears a 

threat to the male respondents' self-structure, they feel insecijre in 

giving equal rights to women, and they want to maintain their super-

ordinate roles in the homes. 

The findings on Aspect V of the criteria for traditional versus 

liberal attitudes are presented next. 

No. 

17 Education 
Partner 

33 Sufficient 

TABLE XXVII 

ASPECT V. INEQUALITY VERSUS EQUALITY IN 
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY AND LEVEL 

Females Males 
Statement N c-% N %, 

for Marriage 
8 10.00 28 35.00 

Education for 

Difference %__ 
for for 

Females Males 

+25.0 

a Girl 77 96.25 43 53.75 +42.5 

34 Desirability of Co-educa-
tion 35 43.75 33 41.25 +2.5 



Table XXVII shows that 53.75 per cent male and 96.25 female 

respondents consider college education essential for girls. Plus 

42.5 per cent difference of opinion on the female's side indicates 

that predominant majority of female respondents favour higher 

education for girls. Co-education is considered desirable by 41.25 

per cent male and 43.75 per cent female respondents. There is not 

much difference of opinion on this issue, 

Summary of Major Findings of the Study 

The investigator attempted to summarize the major findings from 

the analysis of the data. These are expressed in generalized terms 

in the ten statements listed below. 
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l. The majority of total male and female respondents agree that 

there should be communication between husband and wife and they 

should make decisions mutually in family matters; specifically regard

ing expenditure of money, children's training, recreational activities, 

and relations with friends and relatives. 

2. The majority of the male respondents do not approve of the 

idea of women having a vocation outside the home either before or 

after marriage, whereas predominant female respondents appro ve of 

women having a vocation before and after marriage. 

3. The majority of the total respondents consider college educa

tion essential for girls, although more female than male respondents 

give favourable opinion on this issue. 

4. A vast majority of female respondents advocate that women 

should be given the right of divorce, that man should be denied the 

right to have more than one wife, and that the practice of seclusion 



of women be abandoned. However, only a small number of male 

respondents approve of the above mentioned social changes. 

5. The majority of male respondents are willing to marry a 

girl of lower economic rank, whereas only a few female respondents 

are willing to do so. 

6. Only a minority of the total respondents are willing to 

marry a person of different sect or caste. 
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7. Practices of arranged marriage are not acceptable to a vast 

majority of male respondents, whereas a larger percentage of female 

respondents favour letting parents select the prospective mate but at 

the same time allowing the off-spring the privilege of accepting or 

rejecting their choice. (This represents a compromise position 

between the traditional and liberal practices.) 

8. A semi-patriarchal authority is evidenced in male respondents 

by their demonstrable tendency for preferring wives of younger ages 

(5 to 10 years younger), and the female respondents themselves seem 

content with this arrangement. 

9. A predominant majority of female respondents are interested 

in setting up a separate home of their own after marriage, but a 

majority of male respondents want to reside in their parental homes. 

10. The majority of the total respondents consider family plan

ning desirable, although more females than males approve it. 

General inferences derived from the findings indicate that: 

1. Female respondents desire a more nearly equal status with 

males than they now have in all aspects of life. Males appear 

relu ctant to give equal status to women. 
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2. Females want to have some vocation besides homemaking after 

marriage. This desire for dual roles reflects that they feel a grow

ing need for self-fulfillment and economic independence. Males do 

not approve of women working outside their homes after marriage, this 

dis crepancy reflecting their greater adherence to traditionalism. 

3. Females of this educated sample are, generally speaking, less 

traditional in their beliefs about courtship and marriage than are the 

males. 

4. Females are not willing to play a subordinate role after 

marriage, whereas males want to hold on to their super-ordinate roles 

in the home. 

5. Male and female respondents agree on the point that free 

communi cati on of ideas between husband and wife is essent ial for 

happy family living. 

The writer beli eves that , as education is obtained by women in 

a traditionalistic societ y, they tend to apply the values of educa

tion direct ly to family living; whereas in such a society men are more 

l ike ly to apply that world of ideas to professional occupations and 

to ideologi cal issues in politi cs and economics . 



CHAPTER IV 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHING OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING AIDS 

Objectives for Teaching Family Relationships 

Generalizations derived from the major findings served as a basis 

for fonnullting some objectives for teaching family life to the under

graduate students in Home Economics. For each of these objectives a 

teaching aid was developed. The objectives are given in the section 

which follows. 

Teacher Objectives. 

1. To help students to de velop an awareness of the so ci al 

pro cesses which are bringing a change in the institution of family 

and marriage in Pakistan, and to help them realize the direction of 

th is change. 

2. To help students to develop a degree of self-understanding, 

in the belief that such an understanding will lead them to clari fy 

their values and goals; and thus enable them to develop self

direction in their future family living. 

3. To help students to discriminate between traditional and 

liberal concepts regarding mate-selection and family life; and to 

guide them in determining their own attitudes. 
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4. To increase the students knowledge and application of 

rela t i onships concepts, such as emp·athy, ad·ap:tab'ili ty, p,-ob1em 

solvi ng ability and communi cation skills, in classroom experience 

and for future marital relations. 

5a. To motivate the students in the dire ction of examining the 

possible roles of husband and wife and the mutual interdependence of 

t hese roles. 

b . To lead them to discriminate between situations whi ch 

expect and demand certain behaviour and which provide some choice 

along with certain responsibility. 

Educational philosophy behind the use of functional materials as 

teaching aids. 
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Family life educators support the belief that the most distinc

ti ve characteristi c of edu cation for family relations should be that 

it be designed as ''functional" rather than purely "academic." A 

fun ctional approach assumes that it is possi ble to educate the 

students• personal feelings and attitudes. They may gain grea t er 

self-insight and an appreciation of the behavior of others. More

over, by dis cussing problems and cases that are common t o family 

li vi ng students can reasonably expect on completing a fun ct i onal 

course to be better prepared for making realisti c marriage and family 

adjustments. Some of t he emotional learning has been experienced in 

the classroom where methods of group parti cipation are employed. 

Some of the re commended methods whi ch invol ve the students, emoti on~ 

ally as well as intelle ctually, in the consideration of problems of 

family li ving are: 



1. Use of dis cussion as a tool for "winnowing wisdom out of 

e xperience." 

2. Use of short cases that illustrate typical situations in 

fami 1 y 1 i vi ng. 

3. Use of small working groups to present pertinent thinking 

and personal reactions to the larger groups. 

4. Presentation of panel discussions and symposiuns repre

senting various stages and types of family experience. 

5. Use of personal reaction data, such as "logs," open-end 

statements and the writing of a "self-portrait." 

6. Getting reactions to attitudes by means of check sheets and 

rating scales. 
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7. Use of study guides to define areas of significance as their 

effects on family relations. 

8. Presentation of sociodrama to depict conflict and accomodation 

in family interaction. 

Objectives with Co rresponding Teaching Aids 

The following section contains the five objectives which were 

developed from the implications df the findings of this study to

gether with their corresponding teaching aids. 

Teacher Objective #1 

To help students to develop an awareness of the social processes 

which are bringing a change in the institution of family and marriage 

in Pakistan, and to help them realize the direction of this change. 
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Teaching aid used to introduce the unit of study. 

Study Guide: How family life is changing and how these changes 

affect family relations. 

Read References: 

1. Woodsmall, Women and the New-East, Chapter III, Pages 99-149. 

2. Honigman, Pakistan, Society and Culture. 

3. Qureshi, Pakistani Way of Life. 

4. Shah and Edlefsen, "Social Change in Pakistan," Sociology and 
Social Research (Journal) Jan.-Feb. 1960, Pages 191-200 • 

. , ' ( .J•. ' I • , 

5. Smitter and Dar, Growing Up in Kakistan, Chapter II. 

6. Shah, Farhat, Pakistani College Students Attitudes Towards 
Marria e and Marria e Practices and Their Im lications for 
Family Life Education, Unpublished Thesis, Stillwater, 
Oklahoma State University, 1961. 

Dire ctions: Direct your study toward finding answers to these 

questions for class discussion. 

1. In what ways has partition of India and Pakistan, and in-

creased impact of western culture, affe cted the so cial structure of 

Pakistani so ciety? 

2. What effects has partition had on established families? 

3. Mobility continues in the family's search for greater 

opportunities, how is the joint family pattern affected by this 

mobility? How are families separated? And how does the breaking 

into unit families influence the relationship between husband and 

wife? 

4. Migration from India to the new Muslim nation has brought 

different ethni c groµps !i.1nto close , contact, ,and i'ntra-grtJupi,mar:ti ages 

are taking place. What adjustment problems may the new couples 



have to face? Illustrate with an example. 

5. How has the transition from an agri cultural feudal economy 

to an industrial economy, and the resulting urbanization, affected 

t he family life? Can you visualize the degree of change in future 

(t wo decades from now), from familism toward individualism in t he 

marriage relations? 
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6. With the abolition of land-lordism, a new strong middle class 

is emerging. Discuss how this factor has affected the goals and 

values in family living? (for example the increased value being 

placed on working with ones hands.) 

7. Education for women has become an important goal for purposes 

of economic and social growth. How are men's and women's traditional 

roles affected thereby? How do you feel about it? 

8. Discuss advantages and disadvant ages of arranged marriages. 

9. Discuss the implications of the fa ct that Pakis t ani women 

have been gi ven t he r ight to divorce. In what way this change may 

h~lp bring an equalitari an relat i onship between husband and wi fe? 

What change i n atti t udes and feelings about the ro l es of me n and 

women may ac company t hi s new rel ationshi p? 

Teacher Ob jective #2. 

To help s t udent s t o develop a degree of self- under s t anding, i n 

t he belief t hat such an understanding wi ll l ead t hem to cl ari f y their 

value s and goals; and thus enable t hem to develop self-di re ction i n 

their fut ure f ami ly livi ng. 
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Teaching aid for understanding self. 

Assignment on Self-Portrait 

Directions: Write first impression of yourself without thought

ful consideration. 

A. Paint a verbal "picture" of yourself. 

1. As you see yourself. 

2. As you think most others see you. 

R. Points of Emphasis 

1. Strengths. 

2. WeakAesses. 

3. Tender or sensitive spots. 

4. Goals and purposes in life. 

5. Aversions, things which you dislike very much. 

6. Likes, things for whi ch you feel strong liking. 

Personal Responses 

Di re ctions: Express personal ideas and feelings about the 

topi c be l ow : 

1. Di s cuss bri efly the sources from whi ch you have obtained 

your ideas and attitudes about marriage and family life. Evaluate 

each. 

2. List t he charact eri stics you consider most i mpor tant in 

your prospective husband. Discuss why you think these characteris

tics in your prospective mate are important for you. 
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Teacher Objective #3. 

To help students to discriminate between traditional and liberal 

concepts regarding mate selection and family life; and to guide them 

in determining tryeir own attitudes. 

Check Sheet: What Beliefs About Marriage do you Hold? 

Marriage implies a union with social sanctions, a recognition of 

obligations to the community by those entering this relationship. 

The concept of marriage in Pakistan is in the midst of transi

tion, due to the interaction of various social forces. Pakistan is 

entering a new era of self-consciousness, and distinct changes are 

perceptible within each institution. The birth of freedom in the 

new republic as an ideal following the partition has resulted in a 

new attitude towards the role of women; technological changes and 

improved transportation has influenced family living with the result 

that many old values are being abandoned and new ones adopted which 

are more appropriate to the emerging family pattern and its concomi

tant marriage. 

What are your conceptions of marriage and marriage practices? 

Does marriage seem to you a mere convention or an implicit condition 

of human society? Do you consider the traditional practices of 

arranged marriage satisfactory, or you would prefer to select your 

marriage partner yourself? 

Some questions are listed on the next pages, perhaps you would 

like to check yourself on your conceptions using these questions. 

They may give you an insight into your own beliefs about marriage 

and married life. 
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MY CONCEPTIONS ABOUT MARRIAGE 

AND MARRIAGE PRACTICES 

Directions, You are to indicate by placing a check (v) in one of t he 

columns at the right whether you opinion agrees or disagrees with the 

statement. There~ .!lQ. right .Q.!: wrong answers - only different ways 

of believing. Check through quickly on the basis of your first re~ 

_action and do not go back and change your answers. "A" means agree, 

"D" disagree, and"?" indicates you can't decide or you are uncertain. 

1. Every individual has enough understanding to select 
a mate suitable to her or him. 

2. Similarity of temperament and interests is not an 
important factor to be considered in the selec~ 
tion of marriage partners. 

3. The bo ys and girls should have a chance to meet 
their prospective partners alone or in the 
company of common friends, and to know and 
judge each other's characteri sti cs. 

4. The newly married couple must li ve with the hus
band's parents to help keep the fami ly an 
integrated whole. 

5. Importance should be given to the personal 
attributes of individuals. 

6. Parents should select a marriage partner for their 
son or daughter, and their decisions must be final 
in this vital matter. 

7. Husband and wife should reveal their ideas to each 
other , and come to a compromise regardi ng their 
goals and values. 

B. Co-education is undesirable. Bo ys and girls should 
be kept apart to preserve their modest y and honor. 

, A I ? D 

I : 
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1 A 7 1 D 

9. The betrothal ceremony is not an important prerequi
site for marriage. 

10. Marriage should be an elaborate affair, observance of 
family traditions and ceremonies is important. 

11. Dowry and alimony mus t not be given signifi cance in 
marriage arrangements. 

12. Husband is the head of the family; he alone should 
control the total income and expenditure in the 
home. 

13. Co llege education is very essential for every girl. 

14. Man should retain the right to have plural wives, as 
sanctioned by the Muslim religion. 

15. Women may be engaged in some job outside their homes, 
if they feel the need for self-fulfillment. 

16. Purdah is a symbol of prestige for the family, so 
women should remain behind the Veil. 

17. Girl should be one to five years younger than the 
bo y, for better companionship. 

18. Girls should have les s education than boys. 

19. 

20. 

Because divorce is a desirable solution when husband 
and wife cannot adjust to each other, women as well 
as men should have t he right to divorce. 

Famil y limitation is contrary to Islamic tradition 
and practice, because every new child brings 
blessings of God to the family. 

' l 
~ I 

Did you find it difficul t to make up your mind on many of the 

questions? Perhaps you are confused, or uncertain in your beliefs. 

Or are you fa irly certain in every case as to what your opinion is? 

This indicates that you are finn in your convictions. It may be of 

value to you to see whether you are mainly traditiona l or liberal in 



your ideas about~ is important in marriage. To do this check 

every other question beginning with numbers 1, 3, 5, etc . If you 

agreed with mo$t of these you indicated liberal beliefs. If you 

disagreed with many of the even-numbered questions, you indicated 

further that your beliefs were liberal. 

On the other hand if you agreed with most of the even-numbered 

questions (2, 4, 6, etc .) you show traditional tendencies in your 

beliefs. This opinion of yours is reinforced also, if you disagreed 

with many items among the odd numbered questions. A large number of 

(? ) checks probably indicate that you are in some confusion about 

your beliefs and cannot make up your mind. 

Tf your liberal count was high, you are probably rather modern 

in your ideas, about marriage. You believe in individuationalism i n 

marriage choi ce, and you give importance to psychologi cal factors in 

family li ving . 
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You also believe that marri age should be performed i n a simple 

manner; and furthermore you value equalitarian family practices. I n 

your view girls and boys should have equal opportunities in the edu

cational fie ld, and t ha t co~education serves a good purpose of creat

ing better understanding between boys and girls. 

Perhaps your traditional count f ar exceed your libera l one, 

This indi cates that you value traditional marriage practices. In 

your opinion the main importance in marr iage should be given to 

family integration and family unity; and you also consider patri

archal, authoritarian family pattern satisfact ory and appropriate, 

and that women should remain in subordination to men. And you 

probably do not favour higher education for girls. 
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The traditional concept of family living and marriage practices 

is a legacy from the past. It fitted the world of the past fairly 

well, but it is less applicable to the present situation in Pakistan, 

in which democracy is the ideal and equality in human relations is 

advocated; where education for women is seen as an appreciation for 

individual rights and democratic values and furthermore where educa-

tion for women and equal opportunity has become important goals for 

purposes of economic and social growth of the nation. 

Change is an ever recurring process, it disrupts the balance 

previously maintained in the various components of the society, 

touching even the basic values, and demands the working out of a new 

balance for the progress and develoµnent of the society. 

Ask yourself, what contribution you want to make in this process 

of reorganization of our most important social institution - family 

and marriage. 

Do you want to hold on to the traditional value structure, or 

do you wish to compromise? 

Teacher Objective #4. 

To increase the students• knowledge and application of relation-

ships concepts, such as empathy, adaptability, problem solving ability 

and communication skills, in classroom experience and for future 

marital relations. 

Exercise: On Case of Aliya and Rahim. 

Please read the story, "The Young Wife". 

'Rook: "The Young Wife and Other St or ies" by Zeb-un-Ni sa Hami dull ah, 
pp. 9- 27. 



A. Generalization: The degree of emp·athy achieved in marriage 

depends upon the intimacies of the husband-wife relationship. 

1. Why was it that Aliya could not identify herself with 

her husband? (E xamine lack of communi cation). 

2. Ali ya always had sympathy for her mother, and disdain for 

her father. What situation changed t hese feelings of hers 

into deep respect for both of them? 

3. What capacity did she lack, that she could not co rrectly 

interpret her father's apparent domineering behavi our and her 

mother's submissive demeanour? 

4. Do you think Mohammad Din and his wife had achi eved pair

unity? (discuss marriage solidari ty also). 

R. Generalization: Flexibility and its opposi t e, rigidity of 

personality are guided by two main influences, cultural background 

and early experiences wi t h parent s, br others and s i s t ers. 

1. What were Aliya' s reasons for being so s t ubborn, even at 

t he r i sk of destroying her married life? 

2. What experiences she had in her parental home, that cr ea t ed 

such rigidi t y in her personality? 

3. To what e xtent do you think Aliya was responsible for her 

husbaod 's dejected frame of mind? Explai n. 

4 . It t ook a cr isis situation i n her parent al home t o change 

he r va lues and atti t ude s towar ds married l ife. Di scus s what 

insight she developed, regarding mari t al relationships. 

C. Generalization: Abili t y t o adapt oneself to one's mate and t o 

t he re spons i bi l i t ie s of t he marri ed s t ate may be r egarded, as a most 

import ant f act or in determini ng success or failure of a marriage. 
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1. Why was it that Aliya did not have any motivation to adjust 

herself to her new role after marriage? 

2. Why was she so unresponsive to her husband's love? Was it 

only her pride? In other words, what was curbing her 

adaptability? 

3. Her in-laws developed a dislike for her in a few months, 

can you account for this attitude? 

4. What made Aliya realize that marriage means interaction, 

communication and sharing? (Read carefully her mother's 

discussion about marital roles.) 

5. Aliya•s mother was a traditional wife who would say "a 

husband is next to God." The modern married couple, however, 

places value on companionship between husband and wife. What 

relationships skills would they need to develop were they t o 

become t rue companions? (sµ ch as communi cation skills, -- free 

di scussion, etc .) 

Case of Nadir and Farida. 

Nadir and Farida have been marr ied for ten years, bot h are 

college graduates. She loves him, and he obviously respects her very 

much. He says that he loves her, but runs after other women. He 

tells her about all his flirta t ious exploi t s. She tri es to pro ve he r 

self-control, emotional stability and f ai t h in him by l i st eni ng to 

him wi t hout reproach. 

Nadir says that Farida is a very understanding pe r son, and 

furt her rationalizes his act i ons by sayi ng t hat their marri age 

relationship i s bui l t on sincere frie ndship and frankness. 

He regards himself as a "liberal" i n his moral st andards, but 



expects Farida to reserve her devotion only for him, which she 

actually does. She is quiet and does not cirticize Nadir with her 

own family or even with very close friends, but she is very unhappy. 

She broods a lot, which is affecting her health. Nadir apparently 

s.eems oblivious of the sad countenance of his wife,· but at times 

appears very depressed and remorseful. 

1. Do you think Farida's attitude towards their marital 

relations is desirable? (Examine concepts of pair-unity and 

togetherness.) 
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2. Should Farida let him know her inner unhappiness? (Examine 

communication.) 

3. Will it be justified to go to the extent of quarrels even 

in letting Nadir know of her rights in their married life? 

(Examine talk-out process) 

4. What would you suggest to help them develop "togetherness" 

in their mutual relationship? When should the "togetherness" 

have started in their marriage? 

Case of Salim and Azra. 

Salim and Azra have been married for fifteen years. They have 

three grown up children. 

Azra was the youngest and the most beautiful daughter of her 

very rich parents, and she was her father's most favourite child also. 

Her every whim and fancy was gratified in her parental home. 

When she was about seventeen years old, her father met Salim at 

a party and liked him very much. Salim was appointed on a high 

government post and belonged to a very good family. 
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Azra's father invited Salim to his home for dinner, the following 

week. He saw Azra and fell in love with her, she also felt drawn to 

him. Eventually their marriage was arranged. 

After her marriage Azra constantly praised her father and com

pared Salim with him, with the result that she always found faults 

with Salim's every thought and action. 

Salim being a highly educated and a mentally mature person, 

understood Azra's fixation for her father. He also had great admira

tion for her father, who was in reality a very fine person. So 

Salim used to quietly go to another room, whenever shB was in such 

an irritating mood; although he felt very agitated. 

After a few years of their marriage, her father died suddenly. 

She had a complete nervous breakdown with the shock. Salim very 

patiently helped her overcome the grief with gentle and loving care. 

As soon as she became well, she started the same nagging. Sal i m 

never answers back, and has gradually withdrawn to himself. 

In the afternoons when he comes back from his offi ce, t hey all 

have tea together. Then he goes to his room and listens to some 

musi c or reads. In the evenings he goes alone for long walks, as 

none of his family enjoys those long walks. 

Azra thinks that he does not care for her, in fa ct she accuses 

him that he has never truly loved her or their children. In appear

ance their life i s very serene, but both are unhappy, and children 

are becoming more and more reserved. 

1. Do you t hink Azra's parents could have helped her to 

achieve emotional emancipation from her f ather? How? 



2. Do you suppose that Azra has the capacity for happiness? 

Is her disappointment in her husband the~ reason for 

her unhappiness? ran she~ give herself to anything 

larger than herself? 

3. Could Salim have helped her develop emotional maturity 

in any way? 

4. Can you think of any possibilities which may create 

"pair unity" between them at this late stage? (Examine 

adaptability) 
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Mansoor, who is twenty-three years old and in the army wants to 

marry Bina, a third year student. He tells his parents about his 

intentions. Bina does not belong to the same social class as his 

family. Which ones would represent your parent's actions? Whi ch 

would you prefer and why? 

Various Possibilities 

Parents say: 

1. "It is your life son, marry whom you like. 11 

2. "We will withhold our approval until after we investiga t e 

the family background." 

3. "We refuse permission, and you Mansoor, are to obey~" 

4. "If we find that her family background is satisfactory, 

approval will be given." 

5. "Only tell us your decision, and we will make the 

arrangements for the wedding. 11 

6. "If you do marry against our wishes, our doors are closed 

to you for life." 



To evaluate the advantage and disadvantages of divorce, where 

personal happiness of husband and wife is concerned. 
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Rehana and Ahmad cannot get along; and she wants a divorce, but 

Ahmad is uncertain at present. Listed below are some traditional and 

liberal views on the topic. With which ones do you concur and why? 

Question the ones about which you are uncertain. 

1. Absolutely no divorce~ They are obliged not to ruin the 

reputation of the family by setting a precedent of a divorce 

in their respective families. 

2. Rehana has as much right to her personal happiness as 

does her husband. 

3. Divorce is better than having constant conflict in the 

home. 

4. The woman should not get a divorce, because the chi l dren 

would be left insecure. 

5. Divorce might bring hardships for Rehana•s family; and 

later there may be no one to support her and her children. 

6. Divorce might lower Rehana 1 s so cial status probably even 

family frie nd s would look down upon her. 

Exercise: Basic Concepts in Marriage Adjustment. 

r.1ass will be divided in four groups. Each group will be asked 

to prepare cooperatively, and discuss one concept. One person will 

act as moderator. 



1. Empathic Ability 

r hoose a reporter from your group to explain the meaning of 

empathy, and then to explain how empathic ability affects marital 

adjustments. 

The group is to devise a short skit to show lack of this 

ability in husband or wife, a~ how it creates unhappiness in the 

home. Then reverse the situation, and role play showing this 

ability in application between the couple. 

2. Concept of Communi cation 

r hoose one person to be the reporter on the meaning, kinds and 

importance of communication. (How important is communication in 

solving marital problems?) 
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Devise a skit to demonstrate a very common marital problem, 

whi ch is becoming acute due t o lack of communi cation between a couple. 

After t he skit is given, the players will present t heir possible 

solut i ons t o illustrate problem solving. 

3. Concept of Companionship 

Select one reporter t o explain the concept. She should explai n 

how " companionship" strengthens the marriage relationship. 

The rest of your group get together and role play a family 

experience t hat illustrates (1) lack of t ogetherness ( companionshi p) , 

(2) companionship achieved in mut ual r el ationshi p. 

Have the reporter explain before and after the ski t . 
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4. Use of Conflict in Marital Adjustment 

r.hoose a reporter from your group to explain the use confli ct 

for productive results, as well as for destructive purposes. 

Then the group will dramatize two quarrels. One will be a 

quarrel in which the couple or family members reach a destructive 

ending solving nothing. The other would be a productive quarrel in 

whi ch some positive solutions to the cause of the quarrel is achieved. 

Have the reporter summarize and also point out that quarrels 

sometimes end in c.ompromise, sometimes in new adjustments but some-

times only in accommodation of one person "putting up with" the other's 

way of doing in order to keep peace in the family. 

Teacher Objective #5 

(a) To motivate the students in the direction of e xamining the 

possible roles of husband and wife and the mutual inter-dependen ce of 

these roles. 

(b ) To lead them to discrimi nate bet ween situations which e xpect 

and demand certain behaviour and whi ch provide some choi ce along with 

certain responsibility. 

WHO DECIDES WHAT? 

Circle one response before each of the following statements to 

indicate what you believe is right as a matter of principle. 

These responses are to be marked as follows: 

S.A. - Strongly; A. - Agree; u. - Uncertain; D. - Disagree; S.D. -

Strongly disagree. 

S.A.-~A.--u.--D.--s.D. 1. The wife should fit her life to her 
husband•s. 



S.A.--A.--U.--D.--S.D. 

S.A.--A.--u.--D.--S.D. 

S. A.--A. --ll.--D. --S. D. 

S.A.--A.--u.--D.--s.D. 
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2. The husband's wishes should come first in 
most things. 

3. Wives are becoming too independent these 
days. 

4. If the husband wants many children, the 
wife should agree. 

5. The husband should decide who is to spend 
extra money. 

S.A.--A.--u.--D.--S.D. 6. Husbands should be strict with their wives. 

S.A.--A.--u.--D.--S.D. 7. The wife should take a job if she wants to. 

S.A.--A.--u.--D.--S.D. 8. If husband and wife both are earning, it 
is wife's privilege to use her own money 
as she wishes. 

S.A.--A.--u.--D.--S.D. 9. A wife should let her husband decide most 
things. 

S.A.--A.--11.--D.--S.D. 10. Marriage is the best and only career for 
a woman. 

S.A.--A.-~u.--D.--S.D. 11. What a husband does in his spare time is 
his own business. 

S.A.--A.--U.--D.--S.D. 12. The husband should decide where to live, 
in a separate home or with his parents. 

S.A.--A.--u.--D.--S. D. 13. Almost all money matters should be de cided 
by the husband. 

S.A.--A.--ll.--D.--S.D. 14. Husband should decide about the education 
of children. 

S.A.--A.--u.--D.--S.D. 15. Husband should decide about their 
recreational activities. 

S.A.--A.--u.--D.--S.D. 16. Husband and wife together should decide 
with whom they want to maintain their 
friendship. 

S.A.--A.--u.--D.--S.D. 17. Husband and wife together should decide 
about their visits to relatives on both 
sides. 

S.A.--A.--u.--D.--s.D. 18. Wife should have the final say in the 
arrangement of rooms and furnishings in 
the home. 
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Discussion: Which items did you have trouble deciding? On which ones 

is their general agreement? Work in pairs to di s cover agreement and 

disagreement. Discuss reasons for your choices. 

Case of Hameed and Samina 

Hameed and Samina are cousins, and have been married for five 

years. They had liking for each other before their marriage, and 

they still are very much in love with each other. Samina had her 

first son after one year of her marriage, and she expected Hameed to 

share the responsibilities of child-care equally with her. He is a 

doctor and many times he has come home late after a heavy day at the 

hospital, and Samina expected him to help her take care of the baby 

if the baby cried at night. 

Hameed resented it, he said that whenever he remained disturbed 

at night, he could not work properly at the hospital the next morning. 

But Samina credited him with a lack of interest in the child. They 

often had quarrels over this problem. Hameed complained to her 

mother a few times, and she reprimanded Samina for her behaviour. 

However, Samina never listened to her mother. 

Now they have another daughter, and the same pattern of constant 

quarrels has set in, which is making both of them very unhappy. 

1. What is your reaction ot Samina 1 s notions about the role 

of a father? 

2. Why is she unable to understand Hameed's p9sition? 

(discuss empathic ability) Why can't he understand her feelings? 

3. How can they come to a compromise and solve this problem. 

(emphasis on problem-solving) 



4. Do you believe her mother can help her to redefine her 

concept of mari ta l roles? What approach would be mos t effecti ve? 

Ca se of Anwar and Parveen 

Anwar and Parveen have been marri ed for two years, they both 

belong to upper class families. Anwar was posted in a city at a 

cons iderable distance from their parental homes. She went to li ve 

with him within a month of their marriage. They loved each other, 

and had a happy life together. They used to go to the club every 

evening to play tennis, and also to enjoy friends' company there. 
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A few months later she became pregnant, and did not feel well 

enough to go out of the house. Anwar stayed at home in the evenings, 

but he would become restless. So Parveen persuaded him to go alone 

for some re creation. 

He started going alone to the club, played tennis and also 

found himself increasingly interested in bridge. 

A so n was bo rn to them . Later Anwar many times asked Parveen 

t o accompany him to the club, as she was in good health again. But 

she felt so concerned for the baby that she did not want to leave him 

with servants even for a few hours. 

Anwar started spending long hours at the club, returning home 

at midnight mostly. This made Parveen angry and suspicious so she 

went with him to the club and came to know about his obsession for 

bridge. 

She often quarrelled with him after that, but Anwar ignored 

her protests. He even did not care if she accompanied him anywhere 

or not, he seemed quite happy and satisfied with his new friends. 
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This indifference hurt her feelings so much that she came back 

to her parents with her child. She was very sad and cried a lot. 

Her parents as well as her in-laws are very much upset over this 

unpleasant situation. She does not wish to correspond with him even. 

1. In your opinion how did the problem originate? What role 

was Parveen over-playing? 

2. Motherhood meant a child-centered existence for her, how 

do you evaluate this attitude? 

3. How did Parveen fail in her role as a companion to her 

husband? (Discuss adjustment of roles as a mother and a wife.) 

4. What skills they both need to develop "pair unity" in 

their relationship. (Examine communication, "talk-outn.) 

5. Can their parents help them in any way to recapture their 

lost happiness? (Discuss conditions for marriage solidarity) 

GROUP WORK: MAR IT AL HAPPINESS 

rase of Reza and Nusrat 

Reza and Nusrat have been married a year, and are living in 

Delhi. She was teaching in a college before her marriage and she 

continued afterwards, although Reza did not approve of her working 

outside her home. 

Now Reza has been transferred to Nagpur and he wants her to 

resign from the job and accompany him. Rut she has sent in her 

application for three months leave. She says that she would go with 

Reza, and see if she likes to stay in Nagpur (misgivings about housing 

conditions, climate, new friends, etc.). Otherwise she will come back 

to her job and stay in Delhi. Reza is very unhappy in this situation 



and they often quarrel. 

1. In your opinion is Nusrat's behaviour justified? 

2. What concepts about marriage will you have her formulate. 

(Examine marriage solidarity.) 

3. Do you think she should re-evaluate her concepts about 

married life? 

4. Is there any way whi ch can make them realize each other 

needs and lead them to a compromise? (Examine empathy and 

communi cati on) 
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r,HAPTER V 

Sl.!Mv1ARY OF THE RESULTS 

Summary and Conclusions 

It was the purpose of the study to: 

1. To discover some of the attitudes college students hold with 

regard to marriage practices in Pakistan. 

2. To identify attitudinal trends in marriage practices through 

comparison with traditional and liberal "ideal types". 

3. To compare the marital attitudes of college men with those of 

college women. 

4. To draw some implications from these findings on whi ch t o 

formulate family life teaching objectives. 

5. To formulate obje ct ives and devise some teaching materials. 

Hypotheses tested were: 

1. The attitudes of college men and women regarding marriage 

practices are in transition from traditional Muslim customs towards 

the liberalistic influence of the Western Culture. 

2. Men and women differ in their attitudes towards marriage, 

and the marriage customs with the men being more traditional. 

The subjects selected for the study comprised a random sample 

of 160 undergraduates, taken from four different colleges in Lahore 

(men and women\. 
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A questionnaire was developed for use in an exploratory study 

of a comparison of attitudes of Pakistani male and female college 

students. 
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The content of th€ items for the questionnaire was drawn by the 

investigator from authorities on Pakistani customs and traditions. 

The instrunent was designed to ascertain traditional and liberal 

attitudes towards mate selection, marriage and the roles of husband 

and wife. 

There were 50 items in the questionnaire, which included both 

multiple responses or fixed alternative answers and open-end questions. 

The colleges were not selected randomly, but on the basis of contacts 

with cooperative Principals. All questionnaires were distributed at 

one time during regular class period, and got returns within the same 

period. In order to prevent consultation by the students on the 

questionnaire, they were not allowed to t ake the questionnaire out 

side the classroom. 

The data were first tabulated to obt ain information regarding 

the students' background (16 questions), such as age, rural urban 

residence, caste, sect, authority patterns in the family, income 

level and education of parents, etc. 

A criteria for traditional and liberal attitudes regarding 

some of the vi t al aspe cts of marri age and family living wa s for

mulated. Then t he opinion statements (34 que stions) were analysed 

and interpreted in tenns of categories wi t h this criteri a in mind. 

Percentages with ea ch category were cal culated and findings 

dis cussed. 
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Major Findings 

The results of the investigation supported the hypotheses of 

the study to the effect that a) males and females do differ in their 

attitudes toward mate selection and family behavior with the men 

being more traditional, and b) females, especially are in transition 

in their beliefs about marriage away from traditional Muslim customs 

in the direction of liberalism. 

Next, implications from the findings were drawn on which some 

objectives for teaching family life were formulated. Objectives 

are: 

1. To help students to develop an awareness of the importance 

of the social processes which are bringing a change in the institu

tion of marriage and family in Pakistan, and to help them realize 

the direction of this change. 

2. To help them to develop a degree of self-understanding, 

because such an understanding will lead them to clarify their values 

and goals; and thus enable them to develop self-direction in their 

future family living. 

3. To help students discriminate between traditional and 

liberal con cepts regarding mate selection and family life; and to 

guide them in detennining their own attitudes. 

4. To increase the student's knowledge and application of 

relationships concepts, such as empathy, adaptability, problem 

solving ability, and communication skills in classroom experience 

and for future marital relations. 
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5. To motivate the students in the direction of examining possible 

roles of husband and wife, and their mutual interdependence. 

These objectives served as a basis for developing some teaching 

materials for education in personal and family living. 

Needs and Suggestions for Further Resear·ch 

Extensive research is needed to study the various aspects of family 

living during the transitional stage between traditionalism and equal

itarianism which now exists among the educated classes of Pakistan. The 

writer proposes the following types of research for enlarging the under

standing of the transitional process and its concommitant effects on 

family living: 

1. Studies conducted as a part of the regular college class 

activities at both graduate and undergraduate levels. These might 

investigate; a) conflict between parents and adolescents over courtship 

and mate selection, over career choice, and over differences in social 

values; b) interaction indicated in case histories and other types of 

personal documents. 

2. Investigations conducted by faculty members and/or graduate students 

related to; a) spousal role changes through two or three generations, b) 

shared activities toward family planning, equality for women using stratified 

sampling of class levels and/or educational satus. 

3. Cooperative research with faculty members of three Home Economics 

Colleges in Pakistan. Such agencies as social welfare, community development 

projects and various committees of APWA might be persuaded to cooperate 

for more intensive study of family patterns in the different ecological 

areas of Pakistan. 
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RANK ORDER OF DIFFERENCES IN THE DIRECTION OF LIBERALISM 

Ques. 
Rank No. 

1 24a 
24b 

2 38 
3 39b 
4 33 

39c 
5 36a 

39e 
6 48 
7 42 
8 36f 

39a 
9 39d 

10 35b 
36c 
43 

11 26 
37 

12 29 
13 50 
14 23 
15 47 
16 36b 

46 
17 18 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 

9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

23 
24a 

b 

39b 
38 
48 
39a 
41 
30 
39e 
18 
31 
21a 
29 
39c 
26 
16 
50 

FEMALES 

Difference 
Opinion Statements 

Mutuality of Interests in the Pros~ective Partner 
Similarity of Temperament in the Prospective _ 

Partner ----------------------------------
Comm uni cation of Ideas Between Huspand and Wife -
Mutual Decision Regarding Children's Training -
Suffi cient Education for a Girl----------------

. Decision Regarding Recreational Activities-----
Occupations for Women - Teaching --------------
Decision Regarding Relations With Relatives ----
Visits to Friends -------------------------
Right of Divorce for Women--------------------
Occupations for Women - Social Welfare Departments 
Mutual Decision Regarding Purchase of Articles-
Decision Regarding Relations with Friends -----
Women in Vocation Before Marriage ------------
Occupations for Women - Medicine ------------
Right of Man to Have More Than One Wife at a Time 
Importance of Dowry -----------------------
Residential Arrangement After Marriage --------
Duration of Period Between Betrothal and Marr~age 
Desirability of Family Planning ----------~-
Age Difference of Husband and Wife in Years----
Aboli tion of Burqa (Veil) -----------------
Occupation for Women - Nursing --------------
Purdah, A Sign of Family Prestige ------------
Selection of Marriage Partner ------------------

MALES 

Age Difference in Years ------------------------
Mutuality of Interests in the Prospective Partner 
Similarity of Temperament in the Prospective 

Partner--------------------------------------
Mutual Decision Regarding Children~s Training --
Communication of Ideas ----------------------~ 
Visits to Friends ------------------------~~ 
Mutual Decision Regarding Purchase of Articles --
Desirability of Divorce ------------------------
Desirability of Marriage Ceremonies ----------
Mutual De cision Regarding Relations With Friends
Selection of Marriage Partner-------------------
Marriage, Elaborate or Simple --------·--------
Marriage to a Person of Lower Economic Rank-----
Duration of Period Between Betrothal and Marriage 
Mutual Decision Regarding Recreational Activities 
Importance of Dowry ---------------------~-----
Practi ces of Arranged Marriage -----------------
Desirability of Family Planning ----------------

% 
+100.0 

+100. 0 
+100.0 

+95.0 
+92.5 
+92.5 
+85.0 
+85.0 
+82.5 
+80.0 
+77.5 
+77.5 
+75.0 
+67.5 
+67.5 
+67.5 
+65.0 
+65.0 
+60.0 
+57.5 
+50.0 
+45.0 
+40.0 
+40.0 
+37 .5 

+92.5 
+87.5 

+87.5 
+87.5 
+85.0 
+80.0 
77 .5 

+72.5 
+67 .5 
+67.5 
+62.5 
+62.5 
+50.0 
+50.0 
+47 .5 
+42.5 
+40 .0 
+37.5 



Ques. 
Rank No. 

l 19 
2 20 
3 32 

4 35a 
5 34 

21b 
6 31 
7 21a 
8 28 
9 36d 

Ques. 
Rank No, 

l 39d 
2 32 

3 33 
4 20 
5 42 

21 c 
6 19 
7 36b 
8 43 
9 36c 

35a 
10 34 

21b 
11 37 
12 35b 
13 47 

28 
17 

MIDDLE PORTION OF RANK ORDER OF FEMALES 
LIBERALISM TO TRADITIONALISM 
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Difference 
Opinion Statements 

Conditions to See Marriage Partner--------------
Sources to Learn Qualities of Future Partner - ---
Importance of Family Tradition in the Selection 

of Marriage Partner---------------------------
Women in Vo cation After Marri age----------------
Desirability of Co-education---------~----------
Marriage to a Person of Different Caste-~------
Marriage, . Elaborate or Simple Affair ------------
Marriage to a Person of Lower Economic Rank-----
Betrothal as Pre-requisite for Marriage---------
Occupations for Women - Bpnks --------------------

MIDDLE PORT ION OF R_A.NK ORDER OF MALES 
LIBERALISM TO TRADITIONALISM 

% 
+15.0 
+10. 0 

+7.5 
+5.0 

-12.5 
-12.5 
-22,5 
-25,0 
-30,0 
-32.5 

Difference 
Opinion Statements 

Mutual Decision Regarding Relations With Friends -
Importance of Family Traditions in the Selection 

of Marriage Partner---------------------------
Sufficient Education for a Girl-----------------
Sources to Learn Qualities of Future Partner----
Right of Divo rce for Women----------------------
Marriage to a Person of Different Sect ----------
Conditions to see Marriage Partner--------------
Occupations for Women - Nursing --------------- -
Right of Man ~o Have More than One Wife-------- - 
Occupations for Women - Medi cine ----------------
Women in Vo cation After Marriage----------------
Desirability of Co-education---------------- ----
Marriage to a Person of Different Caste---------
Re sidenti al Arrangement After Marriage ----------
Women in Vocation Before Marriage---------- - - ----
Abo l ition of Burqa -------------------------- ----
Betrothal as Pre- requisite for Marriage---- ------
Education for Marri age Par t ner----------- - - -~---

% 
+30.0 

+12.5 
+7. 5 
+5. 0 
-5.0 
-5. 0 
- 7.5 

-10.0 
-12. 5 
-15. 0 
-15. 0 
-17.0 
-17.5 
-22.5 
- 25.0 
-30. 0 
-30. 0 
-30. 0 



Ques. 

RANK ORDER OF DIFFERENCE IN THE DIRECTION OF 
TRADITIONALISM - FEMALES 

Rank No. Opinion Statements 

1 22 Age of Marriage Partner 

2 17 Education for Marriage Partner 

3 36e Occupation for Women - in Factories 

4 27 Need for Fi xation of Alimony 

5 21 c Marriage to a Person of Different Sect 
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6 16 

7 30 

Ques. 
Rank No. 

1 36e 

2 36d 

3 27 

4 46 

5 22 

6 36a 

Desirability of Divorce 

Practices of Arranged Marriage 

Desirability of Marriage Ceremonies 

RANK ORDER OF DIFFERENCE IN THE DIRECTION OF 
TRADITIONALISM - MALES 

Opinion Statements 

Occupation for Women - in Factories 

Occupation for Women - in Banks 

Need for Fixation of Alimony 

Purdah, A Sign of Family Prestige 

Age of Marriage Partner 

Occupation for Women - Teaching 
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Difference 
% 

-100.0 

-80.0 

-62.5 

-50.0 

-45.0 

-45.0 

-42.5 

-40.0 

Difference 
% 

- 92. 5 

-87 . 5 

-72.5 

-60 . 0 

-57.5 

- 45.0 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR A COMPARATIVE STUDY* 

(Changing Marriage Practices and Relationships) 

Please answer all the questions to the best of your knowledge. 
Indicate your answer by placing tickmark in the appropriate space 
provided after each choice. 

You will be contributing to a study which will be used first as 
a recent report of our Pakistani families and later may be used as 
material for teaching, and your cooperation will be greatly appre
ciated. 
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Your name and address are not needed. Thsu your identity will 
n9t be disclosed. All the information will be strictly confidentiaL 

Please give your opinion frankly rather than the opinion you might 
think to be the correct one to give. 

1. Give your age. 

15 to 19 years 
20 to 24 years 

--- 25 to 29 years V 

3'0 years and above 

2. Your sex. 

Male v 

Female 

3. How many brothers and sisters have you, excluding yourself? 

___ Brothers 
___ Sisters 

4. Your marital status. 

___ Single 
___ Married 

Widowed 
___ Separated 

5. What is your sect? 

Sunni J 
Shi a 
Wahabi 
Ahmadi 

*Questionnaire used for this research study. 



6. What is your caste? ~/ 

7. Where have you lived longer during the last six years? 

__ Village 
___ City 

8. Who is the head of your family? 

Mother 
Grandfather 
Father 
Brother 
Uncle 

9. Composition of your family. Give number. 

Male adults 1 
Female adults 
Children 

¢ 

10. In whi ch of the following categories does your family's monthly 
income fall? 

100 to 200 Rs. 700 to 800 Rs. 
200 to 300 Rs. 800 to 900 Rs. 
300 to 400 Rs. -- 900 to 1000 Rs. 
400 to 500 Rs. 1000 to 2000 Rs. 
500 to 600 -- Rs. 2000 to 3000 Rs. 
600 to 700 Rs. 3000 and abo ve. 

11. Who controls the expenditure of the total income? 

12. How many years of schooling have you had? 

Matri c 
1 to 4 years college 
Over 4 years 

13. Parents ' education. Father 

None 
1 to 5 years school 
6 to 10 years school 
1 to 4 years co llege 
Over 4 years college 

14. Mother 

None 
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15. Do you consider marriage an important aim in life? 

Yes 
No 

16. Do you approve the traditional practices of arranged marriage? 

__ Yes 
__ No 

lr. How much education do you think your marriage partner should 
have in comparison to yourself. 

More 
Less 
About the same 

18. Which one of the following steps would you like to take in the 
choice of your marriage partner? .. 

__ Select a.nd decide for yourself 
___ Select but parents decide 
___ Let your parents select and decide for you 
___ Let your parents select and you decide 
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19. Under what conditions would you prefer to see your future marriage 
partner? 

___ .Alone 
~---With friends 
____ With parents or relatives 

20. Through which source would you like to learn the qualities and 
habits of your future partner? 

___ Your parents 
___ Your brothers and sisters 
___ Common friends 
_____ Neighbours of your future partner 
___ Yourself 

21. All other factors being satisfactory, would you marry: 

a) A persons of lower economic rank than you own? 

___ Yes 
No 

b) A person of different caste than your own? 

Yes 
___ No 
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c) A person of different sect than your own? 

___ Yes 
No 

22. Do you prefer that your marriage partner be: 

____ Older than yourself 
_____ Younger than yourself 
_____ Of the same age 

23. How much older or younger do you want your marriage partner to be? 

1 year 
____ 3 years 
____ 5 years 

_____ 7 years 
8 to 10 years 
More than ten years 

24. What would these characteristics mean to you in your prospective 
partner? 

1. Mutuality of interests 
2. Similarity of temperament 

Very 
important 

Somewhat 
.. important 

Not 
important 

25. Check each of the following traits according to the degree of 
their importance to you in selecting your marriage partner: 

1. Good looks 
2. Pleasant disposition 
3. Good health 
4. Devotion and loyalty to 

family 
5. Good manners 
6. Intelligence 
7. Good family background 

Very 
important 

Somewhat 
important 

Not 
important 

26. Do y.ou think the dowry should be an important consideration in 
marriage arrangements? 

Yes 
No 

27. Do you consider fixation of "Mahr" (alimony) an essential for 
marriage? 

_____ Very essential 
___ Essential 

Unnecessary 



28. What is your opinion about the importance of betrothal as a 
pre-requisite for marriage? 

___ Very important 
___ Somewhat important 
__ Not important 
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29. Do you prefer to have "sagai" or nikah some period before actual 
wed-lock? 

___ Less than six months before wed-lock 
___ Between six to twelve .months 

More than a year 

30. Do you consider ceremonies of marriage such as "Mehndi" 
"Arsi Mussaf" desirable? 

Yes 
No 

31. Do you think that marriage should be: 

An elaborate affair 
___ A simple one 

32. Do you think that importance should be given to the family tradi
tions in the selection of marriage partners? 

Yes 
No 

33. In your opinion how much education is sufficient for a girl? 

___ Primary 
__ Middle 

Matric 
__ College 
___ Post-graduate training 

34. Do you think co-education is desirable? 

Yes 
No 

35. Do you think it is desirable that women may be engated in some 
vocation or job to supplement family income. 

a) After Marriage 

__ Highly desirable 
Desirable 
Not desirable 

b) Before Marriage 

__ Highly desirable 
Desirable 
Not desirable 



36. Do you think it is desirable that women work in the following 
occupations? 

_...:t..f#..:L No 

Teaching 
Nursing 
Medicine 
Banks 
Factories 
Social Welfare Department 

37. How would you like to live after marriage? 

~~- In family home with parents 
In a separate home of your own 
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38. Do you agree that husband and wife should communicate their ideas 
freely to each other? 

Yes 
No 

39. Do you agree that husband and wife together should discuss and 
decide the matters regarding: 

Yes No 
Household affairs-expenditure-purchase of 

articles 
Bringing up of the children 
Recreational activities 
Relations with friends 
Relations with relatives 

40. How happy do you consider your parents married life to be? 

__ Very happy 
__ Happy 
__ Unhappy 

41. Do you consider ~ivorce desirable if marriage relationship is 
strained? 

Yes 
No 

42. Do you think that women should be granted the right to divorce 
with the sanction of the civil court? 

Yes 
No 



·, 
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43. Do you agree that man should be denied the right to have more 
than one wife at a time, by a State Law? 

Yes 
__ No 

44. Do you think that compilation of marriage documents at the time 
of marriage is important? 

__ Yes 
__ No 

45. Do the female members of your family observe purdah? 

__ Oc casional! y 
__ Always 

46 . Do you t hink t hat purdah i s an i mportant f acto r in t he pr esti ge 
of the family? 

__ Strong! y agree 
__ Agree 
__ Disagree 

47. If there is a campaign to discard burqa, would you be in favour 
of it? 

__ Yes 
No 

48 . Do you visi t friends who are not rela t ed t o you? 

__ Yes 
No 

49 . Are any ceremonies held at t he bi r t h of a son whi ch are not held 
at t he birth of a daught er in your family? 

Yes 
No 

50. Do you cons i der family limi t ation de s i r able? 

Ye s 
No 
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